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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Germanium transistor of 1947 and current sophisticated devices have in common
that they are based on the mobility of charged carriers in a semiconductor.
This mobility of carriers has therefore been a central topic in semiconductor
physics. The semiconductor materials have changed; Germanium has been replaced
by Silicon and subsequently compound semiconductors (III-V, II-VI, IV-VI compounds) with the advantage of a direct band gap, have been developed.
The dimensionality of the semiconductor systems has also changed from bulk
materials to structures of very small sizes. Crystal Growth techniques such as Metal
Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)
have made it possible to grow very pure crystals and multi-layer structures controllable to within a single atomic layer. Typical thicknesses of these layers are of the
order of the de Broglie wavelength of the carriers and as a result quantization of
motion effects occur where carriers can only move in a space of reduced dimensionality. In addition very small structures may be laterally defined in these layers, using
lithographic techniques, so that the size of these structures is smaller than the mean
free path of the carriers; ballistic transport becomes possible. In this way quantum
wires and boxes may be constructed.
The process of modulation doping in these layered semiconductor structures has
led to a controllable density of very high mobility carriers, enabling the quantummechanical engineering proposed by Esaki and Tsu in 1969 to become possible. 1,2
Furthermore the development of these structures is of considerable practical interest
in such applications as the development of high mobility transistors 3 , quantum well
lasers4 and switches and modulators based on excitonic nonlinearities. 5
These phenomena have raised new problems concerning the motion of carriers
and with this the different scattering processes: how do the carriers move in a
ballistic transistor or in a two-dimensional electron gas in a heterostructure? In
what way do the scattering processes depend on the dimensionality of the system?
These processes can be studied by determining the energy exchange between carriers
and the lattice, both in bulk materials and in layered structures in which the carrier
motion is quantized. The simulation of further reduction in carrier dimensionality as
in a quantum wire or a quantum box can be achieved by using high magnetic fields.
The application of high magnetic fields quantizes the carrier motion in a direction
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perpendicular to the field as a result of the Lorentz force, giving rise to Landau
levels. This results in an effective dimensionality reduction and thus in measuring
bulk materials and layered structures it is possible to study carriers with one and
zero dimensional densities of states, similar to those in quantum wires and boxes.
The energy exchange can be studied by the photo-excitation of carriers or application of electric fields to the semiconductor. The hot carrier distribution created can be characterized by an effective temperature and density.6,7 The change in
these parameters in time (in pulsed experiments); with excitation power or applied
electric field provides information on carrier-lattice interactions. Different optical
techniques can be used to study the effect of dimensionality on carrier-phonon and
carrier-carrier interactions in both bulk materials and layered structures, in our case
GaAs and GaAs/(Ga,Al)As multiple quantum well structures respectively.8 The dynamical behaviour of the carrier system can be investigated using pulsed lasers and
photo-detection techniques with a time resolution only limited by the duration of
the laser pulse. This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 describes the experimental set-up and techniques which are used to
study the semiconductor systems. As mentioned before optical techniques provide
an excellent tool to study the behaviour of charged carriers in semiconductor structures. The photoluminescence technique is used to measure directly the distribution
function of the carriers (i.e. the effective carrier temperature and density), and
will be discussed in this chapter. In order to measure the dynamical properties we
make use of a synchronously mode-locked dye laser which delivers picosecond pulses.
With this laser system time-energy resolved measurements are performed using a
photoluminescence upconversion technique. Furthermore the basic properties of the
investigated semiconductor materials will be discussed.
A knowledge of carrier-phonon interactions is of basic interest in the understanding of many physical phenomena in semiconductors such as the quantum Hall effect,
(magneto) transport and the energy relaxation rate of hot carriers. In chapter 3
carrier-phonon interactions in high magnetic fields are studied theoretically for bulk
materials and (multiple) quantum well structures. The results aie discussed for systems based on GaAs, and in bulk GaAs it is found that optical phonon scattering
dominates the energy loss rates, although the optical phonons are not in equilibrium
with the bath. In quantum well systems in high magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the layers the energy loss rates due to optical phonon scattering are found
to be reduced so much due to phonon heating and the complete quantization of the
carrier motion, that acoustic phonon scattering becomes equally important. The
model calculations provide a good description of the cooling behaviour of hot carriers in GaAs and GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quantum wells. Furthermore for 2D carriers it is
demonstrated that the energy loss rate due to acoustic phonon scattering depends
strongly on the Landau level density of states function. For optical phonon scattering experimental conditions will be given for which resonant emission of phonons
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can be observed, i.e. the magneto-phonon effect.
In chapter 4 c.w. photoluminescence experiments on GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quan
tum wells are presented. These measurements support the theoretical findings of
the previous chapter for hot 2D carriers. Both from the cooling behaviour of hot
2D carriers, determined from energy balance between energy input due to photoexcitation and energy output due to phonon interactions, and the dependence of
the linewidth of each Landau level on the number of carriers occupying it, it will
be shown that carrier-acoustic phonon scattering depends strongly on the density
of states at the Fermi level. Moreover, it will be shown that the energy loss rate
of the 2D carriers due to interaction with optical phonons decreases with increasing
magnetic field strength and depends strongly on excitation power. For the first time
Hot-Electron-Magneto-Phonon Resonances are observed in the effective tempera
ture of the hot 2D carriers, which enables both phonon frequencies and the material
band structure to be studied in both modulation doped and undoped quantum well
structures.
The effect of the carrier lifetime on the energy relaxation rate of hot carriers in
bulk GaAs is the central topic of chapter 5. Very short carrier lifetimes are observed
in GaAs after excitation with high intensity laser pulses with an energy below the
satellite valleys, due to stimulated recombination. The energy loss rates are found
to be reduced due to heating of the carrier distribution as a result of the rapidly
decreasing carrier density. This in contrast with experiments where carriers are
optically excited above the satellite valleys. In this case the recombination process is
completely spontaneous and the reduction in the energy loss rates is due to phonon
heating. A comparison between both experiments shows further that intervalley
scattering reduces the initial cooling of the carriers considerably. These results are
supported by the observed excitation energy dependence of the luminescence rise
times. A knowledge of the influence of stimulated recombination on the energy
relaxation rate of the carriers is important for the understanding of the performance
of heterostructure and quantum well lasers.
Finally in chapter 6 the cooling and recombination behaviour of carriers in
GaAs/(Ga,Al)As multiple quantum well structures excited to energies less than
three times the optical phonon energy above the band-edge is studied in magnetic
fields up to 25 Τ and bath temperatures of 4.2 К and 77 K. The luminescence in
tensity versus delay time shows two time constants; an initial rapid decay which we
assign to stimulated recombination and a subsequent slower decay due to sponta
neous recombination. Both the luminescence rise and initial decay times increase
with magnetic field. This magnetic field behaviour reflects the reduced cooling of
the carrier in high magnetic fields and its influence on the stimulated recombination.
These results are confirmed by the bath temperature dependence of the photolumi
nescence experiments.
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Chapter 2

Experimental arrangements and techniques
Abstract
In this chapter the basic properties of the semiconductor systems which are investigated in this thesis will be described. The experimental techniques and the
picosecond laser system will be discussed briefly.

5

2.1

Introduction

The first studies of hot carrier effects in semiconductors were carried out using non
linear current-voltage characteristics and related transport measurements. Consid
erable information about transport properties is obtained from such measurements.
However, transport quantities are determined by an average over the carrier dis
tribution function (DF), and do not provide direct information about microscopic
scattering rates. Such information can be obtained by a direct measurement of the
DF.
Optical spectroscopy provides the best means of determining the DF in the pres
ence of an applied electric field or intense optical excitation. 1 In the experiments
described in this thesis we make use of photoluminescence techniques. Photolumi
nescence, i.e. the radiative recombination of electrons and holes, reflects directly
the DF of electrons and holes in the conduction and valence bands respectively
of a semiconductor. When the recombination process is spontaneous, the lifetime
of carriers is long compared to the carrier-phonon and carrier-carrier interaction
times. This implies that this technique can be used to carry out time-energy re
solved studies of the dynamics of carriers and phonons in semiconductor systems.
Furthermore, since it has been shown that the optical matrix element, which de
termines the strength of the recombination, is not affected by the magnetic field2,
luminescence is ideally suited to monitor the behaviour of the carrier system in
magnetic fields. However, when the recombination times become comparable to
carrier-phonon scattering times, the recombination process itself must be taken into
account in the energy relaxation of the hot carriers.
In order to measure the dynamics of the carriers in semiconductor systems we
make use of a laser system which produces picosecond laser pulses. The use of
nonlinear optics in the photo-detection techniques limits the time-resolution to the
duration of the laser pulse.
In this chapter we will briefly describe the semiconductor systems on which the
experiments were carried out. The photoluminescence technique and the fitting
procedure for the luminescence spectra will be discussed. A description is given
of the synchronously mode-locked dye laser system, which delivers picosecond leiser
pulses. Finally we describe the up-conversion technique which is used to carry out
the time-energy resolved studies of the carriers in the semiconductor system.
2.2
2.2.1

Semiconductor systems
GaAs

The semiconductor GaAs is made from group-Ill element Ga and the group-V el
ement As. Figure 2.1 shows the band structure of GaAs. The direct bandgap is
between the Г 8 -піахітит of the valence band and the IVminimum of the conduc-
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tion band. The Fg maximum has four-fold degeneracy from the interaction of the
heavy and light hole band. About 0.35 eV below the Fg maximum lies the spin-orbit
split-off Γ7 band.
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Figure 2.1: Band structure of GaAs.
In addition to the F-minimum in the conduction band there are other minima;
the L-minimum (8-fold degenerate) and the X-minimum (6-fold degenerate) about
0.3 eV and 0.5 eV respectively above the Г minimum.
The dispersion relation between energy and wavevector can, for the conduction
and valence band near the Г point band-extrema, be approximated by a parabolic
relation: 3

EcAk) = A

fe2

(2-1)

Ec<4 is the energy above the band edge and m* v is the effective mass for the electrons
and holes, which differs from the free electron mass substantially.
The band gap of GaAs depends strongly on the lattice temperature 4 , and varies
from 1.43 eV at 300 К to 1.52 eV at 4.2 K.

Expeihnental arrangements and techniques
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2.2.2

GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quantum well structures

Material preparation techniques such as Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy
(MOVPE) and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) have made it possible to grow
very thin layers (1-10 nm) of semiconducting material with different bandgap on
top of each other with well defined interfaces.5 The structure that was investigated
in this thesis is a GaAs/Gai-^Al^As quantum well where the band-gap energy in
the Gai-zALjAs depends on the aluminum content. An advantage of the structure
is that the different lattices match almost perfectly so that little internal strain and
stress will be built up.
Very thin layers of the smaller bandgap material GaAs are grown between the
wider bandgap material (Ga,Al)As, resulting in quantum confinent of the carriers
in the smaller band-gap semiconductor material.
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Figure 2.2: GaAs/(Ga,Al)As layered structure and corresponding real space en
ergy band-scheme. The energy-gap discontinuity AEC and AEV, the
envelope wavefunctions and the subband energy levels are also shown.
Figure 2.2 shows the real space energy band scheme of the GaAs/(Ga.Al)As
layered structure; each of the 'potential wells formed by the GaAs layers between
the (Ga,Al)As layers is a quantum well. The wavefunctions and the subband energy
levels are also shown.
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The difference in band gap energy AE^ is divided between the conduction and
valence band as AEC - 0.67 AEg and AEV = 0.33 AEe.6 In the growth direction
the dispersion relation is split into discrete energy levels, the so called subbands.
The degeneracy of the heavy and light hole band is lifted due to their different
masses. The value of the subband energies depends on the quantum well width, the
effective carrier masses and the barrier height, i.e. the values of AEC,V. Furthermore
nonparabolicity 7,8 and wavefunction extension in the (Ga,Al)As barriers has to be
taken into account. The number of subbands increases with increasing well width.
2.3

Photoluminescence

If a semiconductor is illuminated with laser light with a photon energy exceeding the
semiconductor band-gap energy, electrons and holes are created in the conduction
and valence bands respectively. The photo-excited carriers recombine via radiative
and non-radiative recombination processes, where in the former case luminescence
radiation is emitted. We will consider only band to band recombination since the
carrier densities in the experiments reported here are high (typically 10 1 8 c m - 3 ) , al
though other transitions are possible.9 For low carrier densities excitonic transitions
dominate the luminescence spectrum.
Because the momentum of a photon emitted in the recombination process is neg
ligible, only transitions between conduction and valence band states with the same
wavevector к are allowed. However the use of an expression for the intensity distri
bution with Ak=0, i.e. single particle recombination, is only realistic when many
body effects in the recombination of the electron-hole system are taken into account.
Some of these effects are; collision broadening of the single particle states; excitonic
enhancement of the transition probability due to screened Coulomb interactions
between the electron-hole pairs and states within the bandgap. 1 0
Göbel11 has shown experimentally that for the radiative recombination an expression for the intensity distribution with ΔΑ; ^ 0 can be used to fit experimental
data although there is no easy theoretical justification. However the effective car
rier temperature Teff and density nc obtained from this fitting procedure are similar
to those obtained using the complex Ak=0 model. Teg and nc, obtained from the
spectral fitting procedure, are the parameters that contain information about the
carrier distributions in the conduction and valence bands. The spectral distribution
of the photoluminescence radiation is described by: 12
/(M

= С /

gc(E)gv(hw-Eg-E)fc(E)fv(ñuj-Es-E)dE

(2.2)

Jo
where the zero of energy lies at the conduction band edge. С is a constant, containing
the optical matrix element and is assumed not to depend on energy; gc^ is the twodimensional or three-dimensional density of states function, which is extensively
Experimental arrangements and techniques
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discussed by Berendschot 13 ; fc,v(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function for the
conduction and valence band respectively:
fc,4(E)

= [l+exp^--!-^)]-1

(2.3)

where EF<.^ is the reduced Fermi energy, relative to the band-edge. Due to strong
carrier-carrier interactions the distribution is treated as a Fermi-Dirac distribution
with an effective temperature Tej and a (non-equilibrium) effective Fermi energy
EFC V . AS a result of the strong interaction between electrons and holes their effective
temperatures will be equal within picoseconds and only one Tes is used. The position
of the Fermi-level EFcv can be calculated from the carrier density:
j»oo

n c , v = / gc>v(E)fcAE)dE
Jo

(2.4)

When a magnetic field is applied to the semiconductor the same expression for the
spectral distribution of the luminescence radiation can be used. The optical matrix
element is assumed not to depend on the magnetic field.2 The density of states func
tions have to be replaced by the Landau level density of states functions. 13 For three
dimensional carrier systems an expression for the Landau level density of states was
given by Dingle, which consists of Lorentzian broadened Landau levels.14 However
the use of Dingle's Lorentzian shaped density of states function introduces states
within the energy-gap and a low energy cut-off has to be incorporated rather arbi
trarily. To overcome this problem Kubo et al.15 treated the magnetic case quantummechanically, which we have used for the zeroth Landau level. Since this density of
states will not be used explicitly in this thesis, I refer to ref. 13 for a more detailed
discussion of the 3D density of states function.
If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the plane of a quantum well, the
carrier motion is quantized completely and the energy levels are given by:
Е = Е; + (п+ -)W C

(2.5)

where £J¡ is the subband energy and hwc is the energy difference between the Landau
levels. The density of states is a series of ¿-functions. Due to the scattering of
carriers with phonons, impurities etc., the discete Landau levels will broaden. When
the scattering of carriers is assumed to be due to short range scatterers, Ando
et al.16 showed within the self-consistent Born approximation that the broadening
results in an elliptic lineshape. However, the elliptic lineshape could not be used to
explain the experimental results of specific heat 17 , magnetization 18 , resistivity 19 and
cyclotron resonance 20 measurements. A Gaussian shaped density of states function
was empirically found to describe the experimental results best, which is for each
10
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subband given by:

rf-w-^iT'Ë^-"'-';^^}

(2.6)

where I — J j ^ is the magnetic length. The degeneracy of each Landau level is given
by eB/h.
2.4

Phonons

The excess energy of photoexcited carriers is transferred to the lattice through
carrier-phonon interactions. In this section we will briefly summarize the different phonons that participate in the energy relaxation process. A more detailed
study of carrier-phonon interactions in strong magnetic fields will be the topic of
the next chapter.
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Figure 2.3: The LO phonon wavevectors Qe-ph and Çh-ph that result from interaction of the electrons and holes with LO phonons, as a function of the
normalized carrier energy Ε/Εγ,ο. g m ¡ n and qmax which depend on carrier energy (see inset) indicate the relevant phonon wavevector range,
involved in the relaxation process.
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In polar semiconductors like GaAs, the carriers interact with phonons due to two
interactions:
(1) Interaction through polarization of the lattice (Fröhlich interaction); in this
case longitudinal optical and - acoustic waves are emitted; (2) interaction due to
oscillation of the atoms about their equilibrium position through the (optical and
acoustic) deformation potential; in this case transverse optical and acoustic waves
are emitted. A measure for the coupling strength between the carriers and the
optical - and acoustic phonons is Cq; expressions for this Cq will be given in the
next chapter. The interaction of electrons and holes with phonons depends on the
carrier temperature; for Teff <70 К the carriers interact predominantly with acoustic
phonons, whereas for Tej· >70 К optical phonon scattering dominates the energy
relaxation process. 21
Phonons can only be emitted in a restricted region of the Brillouin zone deter
mined by energy and momentum conservation and the GaAs bandstructure. Fig
ure 2.3 indicates for LO phonons the possible wavevectors q that are emitted by
the carriers. The wavevectors qmm and <7max (see also inset) depend on energy and
describe the wavevector range at a certain carrier energy.
In this wavevector region the optical phonon energy is constant (36 8 meV for
LO - and 33.3 meV for TO phonons), which follows from the dispersion relations
for the phonons that are shown in Fig. 2.4.

-Ti/a

0

n/a
flph

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the phonon dispersion relations showing
the optical (LO,TO) and acoustic (LA,ТА) branches. In the hot ear
ner energy relaxation process LO phonons are generated m a restricted
region m the Bnlloum zone, and subsequently decay m zone boundary
LA phonons.
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The optical phonons decay into zone boundary LA phonons determined by energy
and momentum conservation. The decay time depends on the sample quality and is
of the order of tens of picoseconds, i.e. much longer than the carrier-optical phonon
interaction time of about 200 fs.22 Due to this difference phonons can be heated;
their Bose-Einstein distribution functions Nq can differ considerably from its value
at the bath temperature. 2 2
The dispersion relation for acoustic phonons is given by ηω4 = ñcsq, where cs is the
sound velocity in the material. Therefore acoustic phonons can interact efficiently
with the bath outside the excitation area, i.e. no heating of acoustic phonons is
expected.
2.5

The picosecond laser system

The system has been described in detail by Hollering23, and thus we will discuss it
only briefly. A krypton laser (Spectra Physics model 171) which is modelocked with
an opto-acoustic modulator is used as a pump source for a linear dye laser (Spectra
Physics 375). The krypton laser output is a train of pulses at 530 nm or 647 nm
with a pulse duration of approximately 120 ps, an average power of 350 mW and
500 mW respectively and a repetition rate of 82 MHz.
The dye laser is synchronously pumped by the krypton leiser and delivers stable
pulses <4 ps. Two dyes were used; Rhodamine-6G (pumped with 530 nm) with
an average output of 30 mW in the wavelength range from 575 nm to 625 nm and
LD700 (pumped with 647 nm) with an average ouput of 90 mW in the wavelength
range 690-810 nm. The wavelength range of the dye laser can be tuned by a tuning
wedge (a Fabry-Perot type étalon with a free spectral range of 105 GHz).
2.6
2.6.1

Experimental technique
Up-conversion

Time-energy resolved detection of the luminescence is obtained using a frequency
mixing technique, first used by Mahr and Hirsch.24 In this technique, the luminescence excited by an ultrafast laser is mixed with the laser itself in a nonlinear crystal
to generate the sum or difference frequency radiation. Since the mixing takes place
only during the presence of the laser pulse, this provides time resolution comparable
to the laser pulse width, provided certain conditions are satisfied.
Figure 2.5 shows the experimental set-up for the up-conversion (i.e. sumfrequency generation) technique. By means of two mirrors (Ml and M2) the laser
light is focussed onto the sample using a microscope objective (see Fig. 2.6). Part
of the laser light is deflected by a beamsplitter to a delay-line.

Experimental arrangemenis and techniques
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Figure 2.5: The experimental set-up for the picosecond time-energy resolved photoluminescence measurements using the up-conversion technique.
The delay-line consists of a retro-reflector on a stepping control motor with a
resolution of 1 μιη. The luminescence radiation emitted by the sample is guided
by the beam splitter and the mirror M3 into the light-gate, consisting of a non
linear crystal (ІлЮз, KDP, BBO), where it is mixed with the laser light from the
delay-line. The sum-frequency radiation from the light-gate is focussed by a lens
into the monochromator, so that it can be analysed spectrally, and is detected with
a photomultiplier tube. To achieve a better signal to noise ratio, the exciting light
is mechanically chopped to allow the use of lock-in techniques.
As is shown in Fig. 2.5 light pulses from the delay-line with frequency ωχ and
the luminescence radiation from the sample with frequency a>2 are guided into the
nonlinear crystal, where the light with the sum frequency ^3=^1 + u>2 is generated
if both pulses overlap in time.
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Figure 2.6: Detail of the focussing geometry. Inner pipe Ρχ which contains a
microscope objective can be rotated to vary the focus distance to the
sample surface, while the outer tube P2 is immersed in liquid helium.
Thermal contact is ensured via helium contact gas.
The intensity of the sum-frequency radiation is proportional to the intensity
of the luminescence radiation because the intensity of the sum-frequency radiation
scales with the product of the intensities from the delay-line and the luminescence,
but the laser light intensity is constant and its duration is short compared to the
duration of the luminescence radiation.
For sum frequency generation phase-matching is necessary 25 , i.e. кз = ki + k?,
where ki, к-ц and кз are the wavevectors of the laser pulse, the luminescence radiation
and the generated sum-frequency signal respectively. This condition implies that the
crystal axis has to be placed at a certain angle Θ with respect to the propagation
direction of the incoming light beam, which is given by: 2 6 ' 2 7
Θ = arcsin({

nl{Xz
2

" (Аз)

(АІ +
2

Л ^ А З )

п (Аз) [п 0 (А 1 )А 2 + п 0 (Л 2 )Л 1 ] 2
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where λι, Лг and A3 are the wavelengths of the laser pulse, the luminescence
and the sumfrequency radiation from the biréfringent crystal respectively; n0(A) is
the index of refraction for ordinary rays and ne(X) for extraordinary rays. Note
that in measuring the spectral distribution of the luminescence radiation with the
up-conversion technique the angle of the non-linear crystal has to be adjusted for
each wavelength. Therefore the crystal is mounted on a stepping control motor with
a resolution of 0.01 degree, which is synchronously tuned with the monochromator.

АО
TUNING ANGLE θ
exp
Figure 2.7: Up-converted luminescence radiation for different luminescence wave
lengths for a dye laser wavelength of 724 nm- From this Figure the
relation between Θεχρ and the generated wavelength Лз is determined.
For the experiments with 610 nm dye laser pulses, a LÌIO3 crystal was used cut
at 58° with respect to the optic axis and a thickness of 3 mm. The performance of
this light-gate was discussed extensively by Hollering.23
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For the experiments with laser pulses around 730 nm a LÌIO3 crystal was used cut
at 40° with respect to to optic axis and a thickness of 5 mm. The relation Θ βΙ ρ as a
function of the luminescence wavelength is experimentally obtained by setting the
monochromator at a certain wavelength and tuning the non-linear crystal as shown
in Fig. 2.7.

ЭВО

392
WAVELENGTH X j (nm)

Figure 2.8: Experimental (circles) and calculated (line) tuning angle as a function
of luminescence wavelength. The lower wavelength scale refers to the
up-converted signal for a laser wavelength of 724 nmA comparison between theory and experimental data is given in Fig. 2.8 for
a laser wavelength of 724 nm, where the luminescence wavelength is in the range
790 nm< \2 < 820 nm. The lower and upper wavelength scales refer respectively
to the up-converted and the actual luminescence signals. In calculating the experi
mental tuning angle Θβχρ the refraction at the crystal surface has to be taken into
account; Θ ε χ ρ = arcsin[40° — η χ sin(40o — Θ)], where η stands for the average of
the refractive indices n0(\i) and пДЛз). Good agreement between theory and ex
periment is obtained and the tuning angle dependence on wavelength is given by a
straight line with a slope of 3 nm/degree.
For the thickness of the non-linear crystal an optimum must be chosen between
the quantum efficiency for up-conversion and the time resolution of the system.
The efficiency of the crystal is proportional to the square of the crystal length. 2 8
On the other hand the thickness is restricted by the spectral bandwidth and the
group-velocity mismatch, which are respectively inversely and linearly proportional
to the crystal length. 2 8 Therefore for substantially different laser wavelengths or
pulse widths, different crystals must be used
ExperimenfaJ arrangements and fecJiniques
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2.6.2

Autocorrelation

To monitor the performance of the picosecond laser system an autocorrelator based
on the up-conversion technique was built to measure the pulse width. 23 The pulses
from the laser are sent into a modified interferometer. In one of the interferometer
arms a rotating block is inserted, which has the function of continuously varying
the optical length at a repetition rate of 30 Hz. The two beams, which emerge
parallel but not collinear, are focussed by a lens in such a way that both focus
points coincide in the centre of the LÌIO3 crystal. The angle Θ of the non-linear
crystal is oriented in a way that sumfrequency radiation is generated in a direction
bisecting the two incoming beams. The signal is generated only when both pulses
are present simultaneously in the crystal. By delaying one pulse relative to the other
the pulse overlap and with it the intensity of the autocorrelation signal are varied
and are displayed on the screen of a simple oscilloscope. The thickness of the glass
block is chosen such that the difference in optical path length introduced by the
rotating block is of the order of the pulse width. More details of the autocorrelation
system are discussed by Hollering. 23
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Chapter 3

Carrier-phonon interactions in high magnetic
fields
Abstract
In this chapter the energy relaxation rate due to phonon scattering of a three and quasi two-dimensional carrier gas is calculated in the presence of high magnetic
fields. Degenerate Fermi statistics are taken into account, as well as a nonequilibrium
phonon distribution in case of optical phonon scattering. In the three dimensional
carrier gas optical phonon scattering is the dominant energy loss mechanism, although the phonons are not in equilibrium with the bath. For the two dimensional
carrier gas it will be shown that at low carrier temperatures (kBTes < hwc) the
electron-acoustic phonon scattering is proportional to the density of states. For polar optical phonon scattering magneto-phonon resonances are found at high electron
temperatures (feßTeff > ^^c) although the phonons are not in equilibrium with the
bath.

Part of the work described in this chapter was published in
Solid Sate Commun. 65, 1495 (1988)
and
Piiys. Rev. B38, 13323 (1988)
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3.1

Introduction

Knowledge of carrier-phonon interactions is of basic interest in the understanding of many physical phenomena in semiconductors such as the quantized Hall
effect, (magneto-) transport and the energy relaxation of hot carriers. Numerous experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out to investigate the
carrier-phonon interactions in three dimensional systems, (multi) quantum wells
and heterostructures 1 . To fit experimental results for bulk semiconductors Pötz and
Kocevar2 calculated the energy loss of a hot electron-hole plasma taking into account a nonequilibrium phonon distribution. By extending this model to the case
of a magnetic field Hollering et al.3 adequately described the carrier cooling which
was observed in time-resolved photoluminescence experiments on bulk GaAs.
For a quasi two-dimensional electron gas Ridley calculated the relaxation time
for electron-phonon scattering in an infinitely deep quantum well, for both opticaland acoustic phonons.4 It is well known that optical phonon scattering in 2D semiconductor systems is dominant for electron temperatures above 40 К while acoustic
phonon scattering is important for temperatures below 40 К as shown by Hirakawa
and Sakaki for degenerate 2D electrons in selectively doped heterojunctions. 5 Fur
thermore Shah et al.6 showed that a non equilibrium distribution decreases the scat
tering rate for optical phonons in a 2D system considerably.
If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the quantum well layer the carrier
motion is fully quantized and as a result the energy loss due to a non-equilibrium
phonon distribution is reduced. 7 On the other hand electron-acoustic phonon scat
tering increases with magnetic field strength as shown by Prasad and Singh 8 in their
calculations of the inverse relaxation time. This implies that if a magnetic field is
applied to the 2D system acoustic phonon scattering will be important for tempera
tures even above 40 K. The calculations of Prasad and Singh of the relaxation time
due to phonon scattering of a quasi two-dimensional electron gas in a magnetic field
did not include degenerate electron statistics and assumed Lorentzian broadened
Landau levels in contradiction to measurements of the density of states of a 2D
electron gas. 9
In this chapter results of a model calculation of the energy relaxation rate
< dE/dt > of three - and quasi-two-dimensional electron gases in high magnetic
fields through interaction with optical- and acoustic phonons will be presented.
Degenerate electron statistics are taken into account. Moreover, to take account
of the long optical phonon lifetime we introduce in our calculations the kinetics of
the coupled electron-optical phonon system. For a three dimensional carrier gas it
is found that up to 20 Τ polar optical phonon scattering is the dominant energy
relaxation mechanism. However the energy relaxation rate is strongly reduced due
to phonon reabsorption.
For the two dimensional electron gas the density of states function consists of
22
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Gaussian broadened Landau levels. It is found that the dependence of the energy
relaxation rate due to carrier-optical phonon interactions < d £ ' / d i > 0 p t on В shows
magneto-phonon resonances for high carrier temperatures (fce^efr^Wc). I n c a s e of
acoustic phonon scattering the energy relaxation rate < d . E / d / > a c depends strongly
on the filling factor v, i.e. the position of the Fermi level relative to the Landau
levels. At low electron temperatures (А;вТеа· < fiu;c) oscillations in <dE/dt>ac
are
observed similar to the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. Finally the dependence of
< dE/dt > a c on Г, В and Teff is in qualitative agreement with both the calculations in
the self-consistent Born approximation by Uchimura and Uemura 1 0 and the Green's
function calculations of the relaxation time by Prasad and Singh. 8
3.2

Three dimensional carrier s y s t e m

A detailed calculation of the energy relaxation rate of bulk hot carriers in strong
magnetic fields was given by Bauer et al..11 We extended their calculations by taking
into account the kinetics of the coupled carrier-phonon system. We will consider only
the interaction of the carriers with longitudinal optical (LO) phonons due to the
Fröhlich interaction and transverse optical (TO) phonons due to the deformation
potential scattering. The coupling of carriers to LO phonons is about ten times
stronger than to TO phonons. Acoustic phonon scattering will be neglected since
we will consider only the first 200 ps of the cooling process of the hot 3D carriers
where the energy relaxation is dominated by optical phonon interactions.
The energy relaxation rate of hot carriers is calculated from:11
dE

dN

й- = -Х>.-(-аг).р.

(зл)

where summation runs over the wavevector q of the phonons with energy huig which
are involved in the energy relaxation process. The energy of optical phonons is
taken constant, i.e. hwq — TiuOpt for all values of q. This follows from the dispersion
relation for the optical phonons and the range of emitted phonon wavevectors; this
was discussed in the previous chapter.
The terms {dNq/dt)ovt
depend on both emission and absorption rates for LO
and TO phonons by the hot carriers and the phonon occupation number Ν4 which
follows from:
dt

= (( :\q)o) opíp t
dt

-

' Г 0
г(Тв)

(3-2)

In this expression the first term on the right hand describes the interaction between
the phonons and the carrier system, the second term the anharmonic decay of the
optical phonons into acoustic phonons. iVo is the phonon occupation at the bath
temperature. The bath temperature is the temperature of the lattice far from the
Саггіег-ріюлоп interactions in high magnetic fieicis
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excitation area, i.e. a thermal reservoir. Furthermore г(Тв) is a wavevector inde
pendent phonon lifetime and its dependence on bath temperature is given by the
semiempirical interpolation formula of Klemens: 12
T(TB) = r(0){l + 2 [ e x p ( ^ ) - 1] V

(3.3)

Time-resolved phonon spectroscopy has yielded a rather wide range of values for
T(0), between 7 ps 1 3 and 26 ps 1 4 . Following a discussion by Lugli et al.15 the spread
seems to have two sources. Firstly, the quality of the sample surface can strongly
influence the decay dynamics within the thin absorption layer. Secondly, the decay
rate of a nonthermal phonon population might contain large contributions from the
reabsorption by the carriers of the initially excited phonons. Whereas the latter
effect is incorporated in the present calculations by considering the coupled carrierphonon system, the first makes it possible to use r(0) as a fitting parameter. In the
present calculations we have used a value of 26 ps. 2
To obtain the mean energy relaxation rate dE/dt is averaged over the carrier
distribution:
1 fdE іЕ
<dE>__[t9c(E)dE
di
S fc(E - Et) gc dE
where g,. is the density of states, ƒ<. is the Fermi function and n c is the carrier density.
Furthermore as a result of the constant optical phonon energy, it follows from (3.1):
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(3-5)

In the presence of a magnetic field the phonon generation term (dNq/dt)0pt
is described by an expression containing degenerate Fermi statistics and phonon
occupation numbers Nq. In the following we have taken Β \\ ζ and q2 = q\ + ς 2 , so
that: 1 1

d
d iC
<?<">">
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Here m' represents the carrier mass. JV(Teff) = (exp(?iu;0pt/Ä;B?eff) — I ) - 1 where
Teff represents the effective carrier temperature, C 2 is the carrier-phonon coupling
strength which will be discussed in the next section, nc is the carrier density and
I — -ι/ h/eB is the magnetic length. Summation runs over Landau levels η and m.
The matrix elements .ƒ„,„, are given by: 1 6
J

-"(2^)

=

tl^-ülT 5
*[2eB]
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In this equation п.), and n< represent the larger and smaller value of the two Landau
level numbers η and m. Ly are generalized Laguerre polynomials. These matrix
elements describe the scattering of the carriers between the Landau levels, i.e. the
scattering perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field.
Furthermore the energies e in (3.6) are given by: 11
e = (η + -)Αω β + ег

(3.8)

where
8m*ft <7£
In this equation u)c = eB/m* is the cyclotron frequency.
To compare the model calculations with the experimentally obtained time evolution of the carrier temperature in GaAs 3 we make use of the expression < dE/dt >=
(d£/dr e ff)x < dTeff/d< > where (d£/dT e ff) is the specific heat of the carriers. 17
The carrier temperature and phonon occupation numbers are obtained by parallel
integration of equations (3.1) and (3.2) using equation (3.6).
The results of the calculated values for Teff are shown in Fig. 3.1, together with
the experimental data as obtained from time-energy resolved photoluminescence experiments on bulk GaAs. More details about the determination of the experimental
data are given in ref. 3. To fit the experimental data the initial carrier temperature
To and a multiplication factor С in front of the expressions for < dE/dt > are used
as the only adjustable parameters. For 5 = 0 and 4 Τ both the experimental data
and the calculated curves are indistinguishable. This is due to the large Landau
level broadening in comparison to the Landau level splitting for small field values.
Consequently we have described the data at B=0 and 4 Τ by a zero field model
calculation. 18
For magnetic fields of 8 Τ and above, where a clear Landau level density of
states was observed, good agreement between theory and experiment is found and
a value of C=0.2 was obtained for all fields. For 5 = 8 Τ the measurements showed
a three times higher carrier density with respect to the other field values. With
use of the model calculations the cooling was scaled to a density comparable to
that observed at all other field values. With respect to values of C ^ l the following
comments can be made. (1) The model deals with unbroadened Landau levels
which is questionable for low field values where hü>c ~ k^Tgs and hu)c ~ Γ (i.e. the
Landau level linebroadening). (2) In the fitting procedure the density was assumed
constant in time. However a more exact treatment should take into account the time
dependence of the carrier density. In chapter 5 the influence of the changing carrier
density in time on the energy relaxation rates will be discussed in more detail. The
carrier density is then assumed to decay exponentially and energy independent. (3)
Dynamical screening of the carrier-phonon interaction is estimated to reduce the
interaction by an additional factor of two at these carrier densities. 19
Carrier-phonon inferactionb in high inagnetic fields
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AOO

600

800

delay time (ps)
Figure 3.1: Carrier temperature TeS(t) as a function of delay time t after excita
tion m G aAs for B=0, 4, 8, 16 and 20 T. The solid lines show cooling
curves calculated with the model containing the magnetic field depen
dend kinetics of the coupled camer-phonon system for B=0, 4> 8, 16
18
18
18
18
18
3
and 20 Τ at n c = 1 · 10 , 1 · 10 , 3 · 10 , 1 · 10 and 1 · IO cm" .
The dashed line represents the corrected cooling curve for B—8 T,
18
3
nc=l • 10 cm .
In addition to the hot carrier temperature, the phonon distribution as a function
of time follows from the fitting procedure. Figure 3.2 shows the time evolution of
the LO-phonon occupation numbers as a function of wavevector component qz for
one value of qL, for the calculated 20 Τ cooling curve of Fig. 3.1. At very short
delay times (<5 ps) phonon generation occurs predominantly near qz=0, due to the
wavevector dependence of the carrier-LO phonon coupling strength Cq ~ \q\~2. The
plateau for small wavevectors indicates the range where the phonons and carriers
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Figure 3.2: Temporal evolution of the LO-phonon occupation numbers Nq as a
function of wavevector component qz for a small (i.e. near centre of
6
_1
Brioullin zone) but arbitrarily chosen value of q_L = 2 χ 10 cm at a
magnetic field of В =20 T.
are in equilibrium and cool down simultaneously.
The comparison of the calculated cooling curves with the experimental data
shows that the model which takes into account the kinetics of the coupled carrierphonon system provides a good description of the relaxation dynamics of a hot
electron-hole plasma in GaAs, in the first 200 ps. For later delay times and thus Teff <
100 К, acoustic phonon scattering has to be taken into account, which dominates the
cooling for lower carrier temperatures. 1 8 Furthermore it is found that good agreement
between theory and experiment is obtained over the whole magnetic field range, i.e.
polar optical phonon scattering is the dominant energy relaxation mechanism in bulk
GaAs up to 20 Τ and T e f f > 100 K. The reduction of the cooling is mainly caused by
nonequilibrium phonon effects and a resulting reabsorption of optical phonons.
Carrier-phonon interactions in high magnetic fields
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3.3

Two dimensional carrier system

3.3.1

General formalism

The Hamiltonian of a 2D electron-phonon system in the presence of a magnetic field
applied perpendicular (z-direction) to the layers (x-y plane), where the electric and
magnetic motion are decoupled, is given by:8
Я = £ EnXpalXpanXp

+ Σ huq(b\bq

η,Α,ρ

+ -) + Яе_рЛ

(3.10)

Δ

q

where,

η. λ '.Ρ m,Χ',г 9

In this equation Εηχν = ( η + \)hwQ + Ep and £ , is the subband energy. Furthermore
η and ρ are the Landau quantum number and subband number index respectively;
X—hky/m'wc is the centre of the cyclotron orbit with ky the y-component of the
carrier wavevector; αη.γρ and αηχρ are annihilation and creation operators for the
electron in the state \n,X,p> and similarly 6 9 and b]. are annihilation and creation
operators for phonons in the state \Nq >, with І ^ the phonon occupation num
ber. Cq is the electron-phonon perturbation potential. The vector potential of the
constant magnetic field В in the Landau gauge is given by A — (0,By,0).
The
wavefunction of the free electron is given by:8
фп,х,р(г)

=

1

exp[-^]

2

Я

п

( ^ ) e x p [ ^ ] Gp

(3.12)

Hn(x) is the Hermite polynomial of the n t h degree, Gp is the subband envelope
eigenfunction and I is the magnetic length.
To obtain an expression for the average energy relaxation rate of carriers through
scattering with optical and acoustic phonons we start from an expression for phonon
emission and absorption in terms of the electron temperature concept 1 1 . A simple
band structure is assumed and the phonon spectrum is taken to be that of the bulk.
In that case we obtain:
<^>

= ^/d£dF£>,C22£[£^te)/(^lW)
x ( l - f(E,TeB)

- А^(Ч)ПЕ\ТеІІ)(1

(3.13)

- ƒ (Я, Г,,)]

¿πι
In this equation \v> is the Landau state \n,X,p>, Furthermore Ev<fl(q) and AVill(q)
are the phonon emission and absorption terms respectively, as given by Fermi's
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Golden Rule 11 :
£,,,(<Z) = [N(hu>q,T) + 1]| <i/|e- i < "-| M > \26(E' - E - Пшч)
А Ая) = Ν(ηω4'

Γ

)Ι < ^6'4 Ί μ > ]2¿(£ - -E' - л««)

(3.14)
(3·15)

In (3.13) V is the crystal volume and the two arguments of the Planck distribution
VV for phonons and the Fermi-Dirac distribution ƒ for the carriers denote energy and
temperature. The matrix element governing the scattering of the carriers is given
by:

| <Ие"">> | 2 = lA, m (fJ)| 2 x \FPAQ,)\%'y,ky^

(3-16)

where the matrix elements 7 п , т describe the scattering between the Landau levels 16
and FPs(qz ) is the form factor governing the scattering of the carriers between electric
subbands, in the direction perpendicular to the layers. Here ρ and r denote different
electronic subbands. The overlap integral Fp^ is given by: 2 0
Fp,r = ÍL Gp Gr e"** dz
(3.17)
Jo
where Gp and Gr are the subband envelope eigenfunctions. For a square well they
can be approximated by:20
Gp = (^sm\p(-L)z]

(3.18)

If one assumes momentum conservation in the carrier-phonon scattering process in
the direction normal to the quantum well layer this overlap integral acts as a type
of ¿-function:21

Г"

ί(ΐ,) x 1^,гЫГ d«, « Г ξ^) х \FPAq,)\2 dq* ~~ x *(*) I ** ( 3 · 19 )

where qt = ±{кг ±fcz),кг and кг are the carrier wave-vectors in different subbands.
For narrow quantum wells the momentum conservation approximation (MCA)
for scattering normal to the quantum well layers is not valid due to the confinement;
this has been discussed by several authors. 2 1 In the following we have used the
analytical expression as derived by Price in the square well approximation. 2 0 , 2 3
sin і ь і .
cos{ 2 '
4pr(^)2
РР.ТШ = —ψ• ^v_[p2 + ; 2 _ ( i * ) a ] 3 · Ρ

(3-20)

where the upper sin() is for ρ and г both even or odd, the lower cos() is for one of
them even or odd, Ρ is a phase factor, | P | = 1, and L is the quantum well width.
Carrier-phoHon interactions in high magnetic fìelds
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Figure 3.3: The overlap integral \Fi¿\2 as a function of qz for several well widths.
Calculations of \Fltl(qz)\2 for well widths of 5, 9, 30 and 100 nm are shown in
Fig. 3.3 using expression (3.17) and (3.18). For intrasubband scattering the MCA
only allows gz = 0 in the carrier-phonon scattering process, whereas for narrow wells
& up to 20 χ 108 m " 1 are allowed. Figure 3.3 also shows that the validity of the MCA
increases with increasing well width. However for narrow wells it underestimates the
energy relaxation rate of the quasi 2D carriers.
From a number of theoretical and experimental investigations on the density of
states of a two dimensional system in a magnetic field it seems that the Landau
levels may be represented as Gaussian broadened. 9 ' 2 3 ' 2 4 Therefore the ¿-functions
in equation (3.13) are replaced by Gaussian functions. Replacing the summations
by integrations and making use of the energy and momentum delta functions of
equations (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) we obtain:
dE
dt

>

47r 3Inj*
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With equation (3.21) we have finally obtained an expression for the energy relaxation
rate for electrons by scattering with optical - and acoustic phonons in a magnetic
field in a quantum well system. Note that equation (3.21) can also be applied to
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describe the electron-phonon scattering in heterojunctions if the proper form factor
Fp ir and the proper wavefunctions are used instead of equations (3.12) and (3.20).
Since the following calculations were done for a well thickness of 5 nm only one
subband is taken into account. In general the energy relaxation rate as described by
equation (3.21) is inversely proportional to the well width due to the form factor FPtr.
This is in qualitative agreement with conclusions drawn by Prasad and Singh, who
used the momentum conservation approximation for this form factor which is not
valid for small well widths. In case of a Gaussian lineshape no simple relation can
be given between the Landau level linewidth and the relaxation time r, in contrast
to a Lorentzian lineshape. As a result Γ is not calculated self-consistently but is
treated as an independent parameter.
In the calculations a simple parabolic band structure is assumed. For electrons
this assumption is reasonable; for low energies the dispersion of the conduction band
is well approximated by a parabolic relation. At higher energies nonparabolicity of
the conduction band must be taken into account. This can be done by including
the energy dependence of the electron mass. 2 5
For holes however the assumption of a parabolic band is not valid. The structure
of the valence bands in GaAs quantum wells is very complex, and calculations by
Altarelli et al.26 show band mixing and strong nonparabolicity of the heavy - and
light hole dispersion curves; consequently the hole masses depend on the location in
the Brillouin zone. Furthermore the hole masses are found to be rather well width
dependent up to widths of 15 nm. 2 7
The initial cooling mechanism of hot 2D carriers is the interaction of electrons and,
to a lesser degree, holes with LO-phonons. The weaker interaction of holes with LOphonons is due to the large hole mass which results in a large density of states and
6
smaller excess energies. The dominant role of electron-LO phonon scattering in the
initial energy relaxation process is directly reflected in the experimentally observed
reduction of the cooling which is generally accepted to be due to a non-equilibrium
LO phonon distribution. 6
In the process of LO phonon reabsorption, TO phonon emission by holes can become
important. However in high magnetic fields the carrier motion will be completely
quantised and also the TO phonon emission will be reduced, since the energy of these
phonons is also independent of wavevector. It was shown that acoustic deformation
7
potential scattering then becomes the dominant relaxation mechanism.
Considering the problems of the hole valence band and the discussion above we will
discuss only the results for electron - acoustic - and optical phonon scattering.
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Tabel I: Materia] parameiers for GaAs:
Symbol
Value
3
5.36
g/cm
Ρ
me
0.067mo
.557По
Tlhh
mean sound velocity
3.57xlO 5 cm/sec
c.
acoustic deformation potential
11 eV
—e
3.5 eV
ΞΗ
piezoelectric coupling
І.бхІО- 5 C/cm 2 (300K)
eu
optical deformation potential
D
41 eV
LO phonon energy
36.8 meV
fi^Lo
TO phonon energy
33.3 meV
huiTo
static dielectric constant
12.91
Ko
optical dielectric constant
Кос
10.91
average eo for Ρ Ζ coupling
12.5
<e>PZ
Definition
mass density
effective masses

Reference
(2)
(2)
(27)
(2)
(28)
(2)
(29)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

Tabel I gives definitions and numerical values for material parameters for GaAs used
in the following calculations. They are obtained from the references indicated in the
last column. The heavy hole mass is the value for a 5 nm quantum well.
3.3.2

Acoustic phonon scattering

First the results for electron-acoustic deformation potential scattering are discussed,
where the coupling strength is given by: 3 0

Cl = CM

(3.22)

Herein Ξ is the deformation potential constant, ρ is the crystal density and c, is the
sound velocity in the material. Furthermore in the Debye approximation the dis
persion relation of the acoustic phonons is taken as hwq=hcsq. This approximation
is valid for the wavevector range near the centre of the Brioullin zone, involved in
the energy relaxation process (see also chapter 2). Due to this dispersion relation
the acoustic phonons which are created in the energy relaxation process will leave
the excitation area and will interact with the bath. Therefore the acoustic phonons
are assumed to be in equilibrium with the bath so N(hwq,T)= М{Ншч,Тв) where
Tg is the bath temperature.
The energy relaxation rate due to acoustic deformation potential scattering
< dE/dt >лс depends on four parameters; the carrier temperature Teg and - density
n c , the magnetic field В and the Landau level linewidth Г. What we will show
in this section is that < dE/dt > a c depends strongly on the density of states at
the Fermi level, i.e. the relative position of the Fermi level and the Landau levels.
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This is determined by both the carrier density and the magnetic field strength.
These parameters can be combined in the filling factor u, which is a measure for
the occupation of the Landau levels. Therefore we will first show the dependence of
< dE/dt >ac on this filling factor.
Thereafter we will show the dependence of < d £ / d i > a c on Тее and Г.
Figure 3.4 shows the energy relaxation rate as a function of the filling factor
ν — m'Ep/eB, for four values of the electron temperature Teff, where m* and e are
the electron mass and charge respectively and Εγ is the Fermi energy. The electron
density 7i e =l · 10 16 m - 2 and the Landau level linewidth Γ = 7 meV. The oscillations at
20 К and 50 К are a result of the oscillating density of states at the Fermi level when
the filling factor is varied and thus have the same origin as the Shubnikov-de Haas
oscillations in the resistivity. At higher temperatures the oscillations are smeared
out because квТее > hu>c. The increase in energy loss with decreasing filling factor,
at a constant electron density, is due to the increasing Landau level degeneracy with
magnetic field strength, i.e. is directly related to the density of states at the Fermi
level. For other electron densities the absolute value of < dE/dt >лс changes, but
the dependence on ι/ remains unchanged.
In Fig. 3.5 < dE/dt > a c is plotted versus the effective temperature Тец for four
values of the magnetic field strength B. The values for the electron density and
the Landau level linewidth are the same as in Fig. 3.4. The energy loss increases
smoothly with temperature for all magnetic field values, due to the number of final
states for electron-phonon scattering that increases with temperature and finally
saturates. The temperature dependence of < dE/dt > a c is in qualitative agreement
with calculations of the inverse relaxation time of Prasad and Singh 8 who did not
take into account degenerate electron statistics and assumed Lorentzian broadened
Landau levels.
The inset of Fig. 3.5 shows the Landau level linewidth dependence of < dE/dt > a c
for three different magnetic field values. The electron temperature Teir=100 К and
the density r ) e = l - 1 0 1 6 m 2 . КГ=0, i.e. the density of states consists of ¿-functions,
no intra Landau level emission of phonons is allowed, thus < dE/dt > a c is zero.
On the other hand, for very large values of Г the energy loss becomes small again
because the peak value of the Landau levels is proportional to 1/Г. Therefore
< dE/dt > a c has a maximum for Г = 3 meV, which corresponds to the energy of
the acoustic phonon mode with the largest wavevector that can participate in the
scattering, determined by the matrix elements. For small magnetic field strenghts
the maximum is less pronounced due to the increasing Landau level overlap. The
energy loss dependence on Г is in qualitative agreement with calculations in the self
consistent Born approximation of Uchimura and Uemura. 1 0
While only longitudinal modes interact with electrons by deformation potential
interaction, the piezo-electric interaction is allowed for longitudinal as well as trans
18
verse acoustic modes. For Zinc-Blende crystals, like GaAs, there is only one piezo-
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Figure 3.4: Variation of the energy relaxation rate < dE/dt > a c due to electronacoustic deformation potential scattering as a function of filling factor
и for four electron temperatures. Calculations were made for an elec
tron density ne = 1 · 10 1β m~ 2 , α Landau level hnewidth Γ of 7 me V
and a well width of 5 nm.
electric constant; еи.
modes, one finds:18

After taking suitable averages for longitudinal and transverse
C*=
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Figure 3.5: Energy relaxation rate <dE/dt>ac
as a function of electron tempera
ture Teff for four values of the magnetic field B, where ne = 1-1016 m~ 2 ,
Γ = 7 meV and L=5 nm. The inset shows < dE/dt > a c as a function
of Τ for three values of B, while ne = 1 · 10 1 6 m~ 2 , Те$ = 150 К and
L=5 nm.

For electron-piezo-electric phonon scattering all the aforementioned results are sim
ilar, but the absolute values of < dE/dt >p Z are about 10% of < dE/dt > a c in
agreement with results obtained by others. 5
Саггіег-phonon interactions in high magnetic fields
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3.3.3

Optical phonon scattering

For electron-polar optical phonon interaction the coupling strength is given by: 3 0

with ηω^ο the optical phonon energy, бо the free space permittivity and K^ and Ks
the optical and dielectric constants.
To calculate the energy relaxation rate we have to take into account the kinetics of
the coupled electron-polar optical phonon system due to the optical phonon lifetime
of tens of picoseconds which is long in comparison to the phonon emission time in
the relaxation process of about 200 fs. 15,31 Therefore we have rewritten equation
(3.21) in terms of phonon generation rates:
dNg
< ^at> >

_
e2hu)Lo
JL
1_
=
,
п
.
Г
,
1
_
»
.
Ill·-ir],
j +•q¡)q
..ι.
' (2π)4 fi ne Ρ e0 ^
Ks' (ql
L

x [dE Σ lf(E,TeS)-

f{E + fiwbo,TeS)]

X.XV«,, 2
x[JV(ref) - Λς] | J „ , m ( ^ 4 n) | 2 ,IFuift)!
2

XeXp[

2fl
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2
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]

We have also used the Boltzmann equation for the phonon system (e.g. expression
(3.2)) where the first term on the right handside now describes the interaction of
the optical phonons with quasi two-dimensional carriers.
Calculation of the stationary solution of the coupled differential equations (3.1)
and (3.2) using equation (3.25) shows that the dependence of <di?/df >opt on Teff is
similar to that of < d £ / d i > a c . In contrast to acoustic phonon scattering the filling
factor is not an appropriate parameter since the phonon energy exceeds the Landau
level linewidth, i.e. only inter-Landau level scattering can occur.
Therefore we plotted in Fig 3.6 the energy loss rate as a function of magnetic
field for three electron temperatures. For the electron density and the Landau level
linewidth typical values are used, i.e. η β =1·10 1 β m - 2 and Г=7 meV. The solid
lines show calculations of < düJ/dí > 0 p t for a nonequilibrium distribution of optical
phonons. For comparison we calculated the energy loss for Т е ^=100 К, assuming that
the optical phonons are in equilibrium with the bath (dashed line). It follows that
a hot phonon distribution reduces the energy relaxation rate considerably. The po
sitions of the two maxima at 11 Τ (fta>Lo = 2/ιωΓ) and 21 Τ (/ÍU;LO — fiwc), observed
at all effective carrier temperatures, are independent of ne and Γ. This implies that
although the phonon system is not in equilibrium with the bath, magneto-phonon
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Figure 3.6: Variation of the energy relaxation rate < dE/dt > 0 pt as a function of
magnetic field В for three values ofTee, where ne = 1 · 10 1β m - 2 , Г = 7
meV and L=5 nm. The dashed curve shows < dE/dt >0pi for Тек=100
К assuming that the optical phonons are in equilibrium with the bath.
resonances occur. 32 These resonances are more pronounced at high electron temper
atures. For low electron temperatures, i.e. Teg-< 80 K, the maxima disappear and
no effect of the magnetic field on the energy loss is observed. This is consistent with
previously reported cw photo-luminescence experiments on a GaAs quantum well
where no effect of the magnetic field on the electron temperature was observed. 23
The positions of the maxima in < dE/dt >орі will be shifted to higher field
values when nonparabolicity of the conduction band is taken into account. 2 5 , 2 7 The
nonparabolicity can also lead to additional maxima in < dE/dt >0f)t as will now be
demonstrated.
Carrier-phonon fnferactions in high magnetic fìelds
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MAGNEÍIC FÍELO [ Τ ]
Figure 3.7: Energy relaxation rate < dE/dt >OT,t as a function of magnetic field
for three values of Г; (а) Г =2 meV, (b) T=l meV and (с) Τ=0.8
meV, where ne = 2 χ IO 15 m " 2 , TtS=100 К and L=9 nm. Note the
logarithmic scale for the energy relaxation rate.
Figure 3.7 shows <d.E/d<> 0 p t versus В for small values of Г. In (а) Г=2 meV,
two maxima are observed at 5 = 8 . 5 Τ and 5 = 1 3 T, which correspond to the maxima
observed in Fig. 3.6. The shift to higher field values is due to the nonparabolicity. In
(b) Γ = 1 meV and in addition to the maxima at 8.5 Τ and 13 T, maxima are found
at 5=10.5 Τ and 5 = 1 4 T. When the Landau level linewidth is further reduced to
0.8 meV in (c), the maxima at 5=10.5 Τ and 14 Τ become stronger. A relative
increase or decrease of the additional peaks can also be obtained by changing the
carrier density and temperature. The maxima at 5 = 8 . 5 Τ and 13 Τ are not that
sensitive to these changes. The resonances at 5=10.5 Τ and 14 Τ disappear when
nonparabolicity is not taken into account. Therefore we can assign these maxima in
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< dE/àt > 0 p t to transitions between Landau levels with higher indices.
The carrier-transverse optical (TO) phonon coupling strength is given by:18

c 2 = -D2h2

(3.26)

4

2pfia>TO
where D is the optical deformation potential.

MAGNETIC FIELD [T] — *

Figure 3.8: Energy relaxation rate for TO phonori interaction as a function of
magnetic field, where ne - 1 χ ΙΟ 16 π Γ 2 , T^=150 К and Г=7 meV.
Nonparabolicity is not included.
Figure 3.8 shows <d£ ! /di> 0 p t for electron-TO phonon interactions as a function
of magnetic field The results are obtained from a similar procedure as described
for LO phonons. The values for the parameters are similar to those in Fig. 3.6,
where r e f f -150 K. Nonequilibrium phonon effects are taken into account. However
the effect of reabsorption of the TO phonons is negligible compared to LO phonons.
The shift of the maxima in < dE/át >opi with respect to the resonance positions
in Fig. 3.6 is due to the lower energy of the TO phonons, which is 33.3 meV. It is
found that for electrons the coupling to TO-phonons is about a factor of 10 weaker
than to polar optical phonons.
3.4

Discussion and conclusions

We have derived expressions for the energy relaxation rate of a three - and quasi
two-dimensional electron gas in a strong magnetic field, due to the interaction with
Carrier-piionon inferacfions in JiigJi magnetic fields
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acoustic - and optical phonons. Degenerate Fermi statistics are taken into account
and for the two dimensional carrier gas the density of states is assumed to consist
of Gaussian broadened Landau levels.
In bulk GaAs a good description of the carrier cooling is obtained up to 20
T, taking into account the kinetics of the coupled carrier-phonon system. Due to
the relative long optical phonon lifetime reabsorption of phonons by the carriers is
important. However polar optical phonon scattering is the main cooling mechanism
in bulk GaAs up to the highest magnetic fields used in these experiments, i.e. 20 T.
For a quasi-two-dimensional electron gas we have shown results for both electronacoustic phonon and optical phonon scattering. For acoustic phonon scattering
oscillations in the energy loss as a function of the filling factor are observed which
are directly related to the density of states at the Fermi level. This result was
experimentally confirmed in photoluminescence measurements on the magnetic field
dependence of the Landau level linewidth. 23
For polar optical phonon scattering magneto-phonon resonances are found at
high electron temperatures although the phonons are not in equilibrium with the
bath. When nonparabolicity of the conduction band is taken into account additional
maxima in < dE/dt >opt occur for small values of the Landau level linewidth.
A splitting of the resonance peaks was also found by Warmenbol et al.33'3i in
their calculations on hot electron magneto phonon resonances in GaAs/(Ga,Al)As
heterostructures. This splitting was assigned to the separate contributions of phonon
emission and absorption to the magneto phonon resonances. The additional reso
nances found in our calculations are due to transitions between Landau levels with
higher indices. Note that the values of the parameters used in the calculations are
easily obtainable experimentally. 35
Hot electron magneto phonon interactions are also found for electron-TO phonon
interactions. The resonances are smaller than for the electron-LO phonon interac
tions. The shift of the resonances to lower magnetic field values is due to the smaller
TO phonon energy.
The phonon spectrum in our calculations is assumed to be that of the bulk.
Recently it was discussed as to wether slab modes and, in narrow wells, interface
36
phonon modes are important for the energy loss of 2D carriers. However, untili
now there has been no clear experimental evidence that slab - or interface phonon
modes have a dominant effect on the energy relaxation rate.
The effect of screening of the carrier-phonon interactions is ignored in the present
calculations. Static - and dynamical screening have received much attention recently.
In their calculations of dynamical screening in two dimensions Yang and Lyon 3 7
concluded that the reduction was 1.5-2 for a system with an areal electron density
of 5 χ 10 11 cm" 2 , T eff =50-100 К and 2.5-4 for a density of 10 12 c m - 2 in the same
temperature range.
38
Wu Xiaoguang et al. found in their calculations of the effect of dynamical
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screening on the polaron cyclotron-resonance mass in GaAs/(Ga,Al)As heterostructures only a slight difference between static - and dynamical screening. Occupation
effects (i.e. bandfilling effects) were found to dominate the renormalisation of the
polaron cyclotron-resonance mass.
Finally Collet19 included dynamical screening in the cooling theory of high density electron-hole plasmas using the Random Phase Approximation. It was concluded that up to plasma densities where the plasmon energy approaches the optical phonon energy there is no influence of screening on the carrier energy loss rates.
At low temperatures (T <100 K) the average screening is found to be weak up to
densities of 1019 c m - 3 .
Reviewing the literature up to now we can conclude that although static - and
dynamical screening modify the carrier-phonon interactions in two and three dimensions, they are not dominant in reducing the carrier energy loss rates. An upper limit
for this reduction is a factor of 4. However nonequilibrium phonon - and occupation
effects reduce the energy loss rates by orders of magnitude.
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Chapter 4

Energy relaxation of quasi 2D hot carriers in
high m a g n e t i c fields from photoluminescence
spectroscopy
Abstract
The energy relaxation of quasi two-dimensional hot carriers is studied using a deter
mination of the effective carrier temperature from photoluminescence spectroscopy,
in magnetic fields up to 25 T. With increasing excitation intensity a transition is
observed from acoustic to optical phonon cooling. It is found that when optical
phonon interactions dominate the cooling the magnetic field reduces the energy re
laxation rate considerably. Furthermore hot electron magneto phonon resonances
are observed under certain experimental conditions. Energy relaxation of hot carri
ers due to interactions with acoustic phonons is found to be strongly dependent on
the Landau level density of states at the Fermi level. The experimental data are in
good agreement with values of Тев=Тев(В) calculated using a model for the energy
relaxation of hot quasi two-dimensional carriers in high magnetic fields.

Part of the work described in this chapter was published in
SoJid State Eiectron. 32, 1315 (1989)
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4.1

Introduction

The energy relaxation of hot carriers plays a dominant role in the optical and trans
port properties of semiconductor materials and structures. Hot carriers occur when
ever the energy gained from an electric field or intense photo-excitation, is no longer
negligible compared to the average carrier energy. The study of the energy relaxation
of hot carriers provides important information on carrier-phonon interactions.
The effect of dimensionality of the carrier system on hot carrier energy relaxation
rates is of interest from both a fundamental and a technological point of view. In
bulk materials and quasi 2D systems the energy relaxation rate of hot carriers has
been studied extensively.1 Study of quasi-one-dimensional or quasi-zero-dimensional
carrier states with dispersion relations and density of states like carriers in quantum
wires and boxes respectively is possible due to the effective dimensionality reduction
caused by a magnetic field.
For hot quasi-two-dimensional carriers in GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quantum well struc
tures, picosecond pump and probe and photoluminescence experiments showed a
reduced relaxation rate in comparison to bulk GaAs. The reduction of the en
ergy loss rates was discussed in terms of a dimensionality reduction of both the
carrier - and the phonon system and dynamical screening of the carrier-phonon
interactions. 2 However recent theoretical - and experimental investigations indicate
that nonequilibrium LO-phonon populations generated by the relaxing carriers play
a predominant role in the experimentally observed reduced carrier cooling. 3,4
The application of a magnetic field to bulk GaAs produced an increasing sup
pression of the energy relaxation rate with magnetic field up to B=20 T. 5 , 6 , 7 In
GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quantum well structures an initial reduction of the carrier cooling
up to 5 = 8 Τ was followed by an increase of the energy relaxation rate up to 20 T.
Ryan et al.e assigned this increase after .5=8 Τ to an increased hole-TO phonon cool
ing and the influence of the magnetic field on the specific heat of the carriers and
phonons. However Hollering et al.5 suggested that the enhancement of the carrier
cooling is due to an increase of electron-acoustic deformation potential scattering.
Although these time-energy-resol ved experiments provide valuable information
on the carrier dynamics in these systems, a full comprehension of the results is diffi
cult due to the variation in time of all the relevant parameters like the temperature,
density of the carriers and Landau level linewidths.
In this chapter we describe in detail the results of a study on the energy relax
ation rate of quasi 2D carriers in magnetic fields up to 25 Τ using c.w. photolu
minescence spectroscopy. Under these steady state conditions, hot carrier phenom
ena are governed by the balance between power input into the carrier system fiom
photo-excitation and the power loss due to the interactions with optical and acoustic
phonons. The influence of the magnetic field on the carrier cooling is studied for
different excitation intensities, by determination of the effective carrier temperature
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Teff from photoluminescence spectroscopy.
It is found that for low excitation intensities, in the regime where acoustic de
formation potential scattering dominates the cooling process, the energy loss rate
and thus the effective carrier temperature depends strongly on the position of the
Fermi level with respect to the Landau level density of states (sec. 4.3). For the high
excitation intensities, where optical phonon scattering is most important, it is found
that the magnetic field reduces the energy loss rate considerably, which results in an
increase of the effective carrier temperature with increasing magnetic field (sec. 4.4).
Finally in section 4.5 we will show for the first time that under certain experimen
tal conditions hot-electron-magneto-phonon resonances (HEMPR.) can occur in the
energy loss rates, although the optical phonons are not in equilibrium with the bath.

4.2

Experimental results

To investigate the magnetic field dependence of the hot carrier energy relaxation
rate experimentally we have performed c.w. photoluminescence measurements on
three samples:
(1) An MOVPE (Metal-Organic Vapour-Phase Epitaxy) grown 5 nm GaAs single
quantum well confined between two 1 μηι Al igGa 72AS layers;
(2) an MBE grown multiple-quantum well structure of 20 undoped GaAs layers of
9 nm width separated by 35 nm thick Al 34Ga ее As barriers and
(3) an MBE grown modulation doped multiple quantum well structure consisting of
10 GaAs layers of 9 nm width separated by 31 nm thick A ^ G a e e A s barriers. The
barriers consisted of two 9 nm undoped layers which embedded a 13 nm Si-doped
(Ga,Al)As layer.
A Kr-ion laser operating at 647 nm and 530 nm and a HeNe-laser at 632.8 nm were
used to excite carriers optically, and the emitted luminescence radiation was detected
using a photomultiplier tube via a i m grating monochromator. The sample was
cooled down to a temperature of 4.2 К in a He bath cryostat, which was mounted
in one of the hybrid magnet systems (25 T) of the High Field Magnet Laboratory
of the University of Nijmegen.
Figure 4.1 shows a typical spectrum at 5 = 2 1 Τ for the 5 nm undoped quan
tum well in the high excitation intensity regime. Three Landau levels are observed
of which the second and third are only partially filled. The distance between the
Landau levels is in agreement with п.шс—еВ/тп*, where m* — m*(E) due to the nonparabolicity of the conduction band 8 , 9 , and the respective widths are indicated by
Γο,Γ! and Γ2 etc.. The effective carrier temperature T eff is extracted from the spec
trum by analysing the high energy tail, which falls off exponentially with increasing
photon energy, and therefore gives a straight line on a logarithmic scale. 10
In the inset of Fig. 4.1 the high energy tails of some spectra for the 9 nm mod
ulation doped quantum well structure
Energy relaxation of quasi 2D hot carriers ...
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Figure 4.1: Typical photoluminescence spectrum for the 5 nm undoped quantum
well for B=21 Τ (solid line). The dashed line represents a fit of the
spectrum. The inset shows the high energy tail of some spectra for the
9 nm doped quantum well structure on a logarithmic scale with the best
fits for the effective carrier temperature Teg.
are shown with the best fits for the effective carrier temperature. The dashed line in
the spectrum at 5 = 2 1 Τ is calculated usmg a model for the luminescence radiation
I ~ I PcfcPvfv, containing the two dimensional Landau level density of states func
tions Pcv and the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions / с , у for both conduction and
valence bands. 1 1 The spectral fitting procedure is described in more detail in chapter
2. The best fit of the experimental data also gives the carrier density п с =тг е =пь
and the total Landau level linewidths Г; (including homogeneous broadening due to
inelastic scattering of the carriers and inhomogeneous broadening due to well-width
fluctuations) as a function of magnetic field, which will be used in the theoretical
analysis of the experimental data of Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3.
For low excitation intensities the photoluminescence spectra are similar, only fewer
Landau levels are occupied and the effective carrier temperature is lower. Since the
effective carrier temperature is determined both from the spectral fitting procedure
and the linear dependence of Teg on photon energy on a logarithmic scale, its value
is determined accurately. In the low excitation intensity regime also nc can be deter
mined accurately, however, in the high excitation intensity regime determination of
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nc from the spectra alone is more complex due to the number of fitting parameters,
i.e. the number of Landau levels involved, and the uncertainty in the line broaden
ing due to well width fluctuations. In η-type or p-type modulation doped samples
a constant value for ne or ль is added to the fitted value due to excitation.

Figure 4.2: Effective carrier temperature for the 9 nm modulation doped quantum
well as a function of the magnetic field strength Б for different exci
2
2
2
tation intensities (O, 20 kW/cm ; ·, 10 kW/cm and x , 2 kW/cm ).
The dashed curve corresponds to calculated values for the effective car
rier temperature Tgg, where only electron-acoustic deformation poten
tial (ADP) scattering is taken into account.
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In Fig. 4.2 the experimentally obtained carrier temperatures for the 9 nm mod
ulation doped quantum well are shown as a function of magnetic field up to 15 T,
for three different excitation intensities. The excitation intensity has a considerable
effect on the magnetic field dependence of Teff. With increasing excitation intensity
a transition is observed from a decrease of Tes with В to an increase.
This changing dependence of Tes on В is attributed to the transition from a
low carrier temperature {Tts < 70 K) regime where acoustic deformation potential
scattering (ADP) is the dominant cooling mechanism, to a high carrier temperature
(Teir > 100 K) regime where the carriers relax predominantly by interaction with
longitudinal optical (LO) phonons. These regimes are roughly determined by the
comparison of /iß^eff with the phonon energy пшч which is a constant for optical
phonons. In the following we will discuss the different carrier temperature regimes,
corresponding to different scattering mechanisms.
4.3

Low carrier temperature regime; A D P scattering

In the low carrier temperature regime (crosses in Fig. 4.2), r e j· increases from 60 К
at 5 = 7 Τ up to 80 К at B=U T, then decreases to 40 К at B=\7 T, while
at B=\b Τ a shoulder is observed. In order to support our assertion that this
behaviour can be ascribed to ADP scattering of the hot carriers, we have calculated
Teff=Teg-(S) from the equilibrium condition < àEjàt >, n — < dE/dt >phonons· Here
< dE/dt > i n is the value of the energy input into the two dimensional carrier gas by
laser photo-excitation, which was kept constant for all values of the magnetic field.
< dE/dt >phonons is the energy relaxation rate due to carrier-phonon (of wavevectors
q) interactions (optical and acoustic), which depends on nc, Tts, В and Г,, and is
given by: 1 2
<
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>
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N are phonon occupation numbers, ƒ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, and
/ is the magnetic length. .7n-m are the matrix elements for scattering perpendicular
to the magnetic field (ß||z) and F^i is the matrix element for scattering parallel to
the magnetic field where only one subband is taken into account. This is justified
by the well widths used in the experiments and the observed effective temperatures,
where k^Tei[ is less than the subband separation in the quantum wells. The Landau
levels are assumed to be Gaussian broadened, i.e. the Landau level density of states
function consists of Gaussian functions with a linewidth denoted by Г,. 1 1 , 1 3 For
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the dashed curve in Fig.4.2 only carrier-acoustic phonon interactions are taken into
account, with C^ equals E2hq/2pcs where Ξ is the deformation potential constant,
ρ is the crystal density and c s is the velocity of sound in the material 1 2 .
Since it is difficult to determine < dE/dt > i n directly from the laser excitation
intensity, its value was calculated for one value of B=B0 from expression (4.1) and
the experimentally-determined values of Teg, nc and Γ, at B=B0.
For all other values of B, this < dE/dt >;„ was assumed to be constant and Teff
was calculated using the experimentally-determined values of nc and Γ; and choosing
Teff such that the equilibrium condition was fulfilled. Thus in the analysis of the
measurements no adjustable parameters are used. It should be noted that values
obtained for the energy input in this way deviate only within a factor of 2 from
(the complex) determination of the absolute value of the energy input due to laser
photoexcitation. 1 0
The resulting dashed curve in Fig. 4.2 does not follow the experimental points
exactly; however the main features for Β >9 Τ are described by the model. The
discrepancy between the calculations and theory for Β <9 Τ is thought to be due
to carrier-LO phonon interactions dominating the carrier cooling in this magnetic
field range. Carrier-LO phonon interactions decrease with increasing magnetic field,
which will be discussed in the next section, and for Β >9 Τ acoustic phonon emission
becomes the dominant energy relaxation mechanism.
The observed decrease of Тев for Β >9 Τ is a direct result of the increase of
< d £ / d i > a c with B. The enhancement of the energy relaxation rate for ADP scat
tering in high magnetic fields corresponds to the increasing Landau level degeneracy
with magnetic field, and a resulting increase of the density of states. As a conse
quence intra Landau level transitions, which dominate the ADP scattering rates for
high magnetic field strengths, are enhanced. This is due to the maximum phonon
energy of 3 meV that can participate in the carrier-phonon scattering process, de
termined by the matrix elements, and the Landau level linewidths observed in the
experiments (see also Fig. 3.5). 12 For В >12 T, where ^ 7 ^ < fi^o the energy
relaxation rate depends strongly on the position of the Fermi level with respect to
the Landau level density of states, which was discussed extensively in ref. 12 and
the previous chapter. Therefore the observed oscillation of Тее for high magnetic
field values is due to the oscillating density of states at the Fermi level; at the
shoulder the reduced Fermi level lies between the first and second Landau level. In
the calculations the total Landau level linewidth is invoked, i.e. also including the
inhomogeneous contribution due to well width fluctuations. The contribution to Г
due to scattering cannot differ much from the observed values since much smaller
values would result in stronger oscillations of Teff with В due to a stronger variation
of the density of states at the Fermi level.
The oscillatory behaviour of < d . E / d i > a c . which underlies the observed oscilla
tory behaviour of Teff, manifests itself also in the width of a partially filled Landau
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Figure 4.3: The width of the first Landau level as a function of filling factor ν for
an electron temperature Teg=90 К and density nc = 8 · 10 15 m~2 (·),
and Teg=45 К and nc = 5.5 · 10 15 m~2 (+). The lines are a guide to
the eye. The dashed curve shows the calculated energy relaxation rate
for electrons in the first Landau level for Tee—90 K, nc — 8 · 10 15 m~ 2
and Г=7.5 meV.
level, as a function of the magnetic field or the filling factor. The homogeneous
line broadening of the Landau levels is determined by elastic and inelastic scatter
ing processes of the carriers. For partially filled Landau levels in the low excitation
intensity regime, the broadening mechanism is mainly due to ADP scattering. 11 Fig
ure 4.3 shows the magnitude of the total line-width Г, obtained from the analysis of
luminescence spectra, as a function of filling factor i/ = т*Ер/еВ for two different
effective temperatures of the electron gas, resulting from different excitation inten
sities; m* and e are the effective mass and charge of the electron respectively and
EF is the reduced Fermi energy of the electrons. The measurements were performed
on the 5 nm undoped quantum well structure (sample number 1). The solid lines
are only a guide to the eye. The maxima in the experimentally determined curves
at Геіг=45 К and 90 К appear at the same filling factor и = 1. This suggests an os
cillatory behaviour of Г cis a function of the position of the Fermi level with respect
to the Landau level.
The dashed curve in Fig. 4.3 shows the result of a model calculation of the energy
relaxation rate of electrons within the first Landau level due to ADP scattering, as
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a function of the filling factor i/, using expression (4.1). The parameters used in
the calculations are; Tcir=90 K, 7?c = 8 χ IO 1 5 m~ 2 and Γ=7.5 meV, for all Landau
levels. Good qualitative agreement between the experimentally obtained values for
Г and the calculated < dE/dt >„ = i for the first Landau level as a function of f is
observed, which suggests strongly that in the case of a partially filled Landau level
ADP scattering is the main broadening mechanism and thus the energy relaxation
rate depends strongly on the density of states at the Fermi level. For other values
of nc, Teg and Г, <dE/dt>n=i
only varies in absolute value, while the dependence
on ι/ and the position of the maximum are similar.
In conclusion, in the low excitation intensity regime both the magnetic field
dependence of the effective carrier temperature and the width of a partially filled
Landau level show a strong dependence of ADP scattering on the density of states
at the Fermi level, in good agreement with previous model calculations. 12
4.4

High carrier temperatures; LO-phonon scattering

For the high carrier temperature regime, i.e. Teg· >90 K, we observe in Fig. 4.2 for
the highest excitation intensity a practically monotonie increase of Teg from 90 К at
B—2 Τ to >200 К at B=lb T. For the intermediate excitation intensity Teff increases
from 70 К at B=6 Τ up to 110 К at 5 = 1 5 T, while in addition at B=8 Τ and 13 Τ
shallow minima are observed. In the following we will discuss both phenomena.
For this carrier temperature regime LO phonon scattering dominates the energy
relaxation rate of hot carriers. 14 From the experimental behaviour of Tes=TeS(B) it
follows that especially at high excitation intensities, the energy relaxation rate of
the quasi-2D hot carriers is reduced considerably in strong magnetic fields. This
reduction is in accordance with previous observations by Hollering et al.5 and Ryan
et al.6 and was assigned to the presence of a nonequilibrium hot phonon distribution.
In the previous chapter we have calculated the energy relaxation rate
< dE/dt > 0 p t for quasi-2D electrons arising from interactions with LO phonons in
high magnetic fields. These calculations show maxima in < dE/dt > as a function
of B, at values of В which correspond to magneto phonon resonances, i.e. where
nfiu)Q=hu!^o. Calculations by Prasad and Singh 15 on the inverse relaxation time and
Warmenbol et al.16 on the energy relaxation rate of hot electrons in a high magnetic
field also show oscillations due to hot electron magneto phonon resonances. In the
next section we will show that calculations of Teg = Teg(B) from this model also
show magneto phonon resonances in accordance with the observed minima in Fig. 4.2
for the intermediate excitation intensity. Moreover we will show measurements on
undoped multi quantum well structures where HEMPR are observed in Tef.
However none of these calculations show the experimentally observed monotonie
increase of Te¡[ with B. In our calculations of Teff we have inserted the experimentally
obtained values of the homogeneous contribution to Г for different Landau levels and
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different values of B. However it is difficult to extract the homogeneous contribution
due to scattering from the experimental values, which in addition are determined by
17
an inhomogeneous contribution due to well width fluctuations. This may be part
of the cause of the discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values.
It should further be noted that the increase of Teg with В is stronger for higher
excitation intensities. This could indicate the influence of the carrier density on
the energy relaxation rate in two ways. First, dynamical screening of the carrier18
phonon interactions has been found to be strongly dependent on the carrier density.
16
Warmenbol et al. have calculated the effect of dynamical screening on the energy
relaxation rate of hot 2D carriers in strong magnetic fields. Although the calcu
lations support our suggestion that dynamical screening affects the magnetic field
dependence of Tcff, the size of the increase of Teff with В observed in our experiments
exceeds the theoretical predictions.
Second, the magnetic field can affect the diffusion of carriers out of the excitation
19
region. This has been investigated by Christianen et al. by means of photolumi
nescence in magnetic fields up to 17 T. It was found that the luminescence intensity
increases with magnetic field and that the increase depends on the doping level and
the excitation intensity. Since the matrix element for recombination is not expected
20
to depend on the magnetic field , the increase of the luminescence could be due to
the Lorentz force on the carriers which keeps them within the excitation area. This
could increase the carrier density and thus decrease the energy relaxation rate. Both
the dynamical screening and the influence of В on the carrier diffusion are under
current investigation in our laboratory.
In the next section we will discuss in more detail the magneto phonon resonances
in the effective carrier temperature, which we were able to observe for the first time
using photoluminescence spectroscopy.
4.5
4.5.1

Hot electron magneto phonon resonance
Introduction

Magneto-phonon resonance (MPR) and hot-electron magneto phonon resonance
(HEMPR), in which the emission or absorption of optic phonons allows electrons to
transfer between Landau levels, have been used extensively in the study of carrierphonon interactions in semiconductor systems. 2 1 ' 2 2 Since the prediction of MPR by
Gurevich and Firsov 2 3 and its discovery by Firsov et al.2i it has proven to be a
useful spectroscopic tool in the study of phonon frequencies and carrier band struc
tures in bulk materials 2 5 , 2 6 and two dimensional systems. 2 7 ' 2 8 This is because MPR
and HEMPR occur whenever the optical phonon energy equals an integer times the
Landau level splitting:
йеВ
Ä^opt = пй«* = n - r =r
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In this equation m*(E) and e are the carrier eiïective mass and charge respectively,
7)uJ0pt = 36.8 meV is the optical phonon energy in GaAs, which is independent of
phonon wavevector, and ñu)c is the Landau level splitting.
Thus far magneto phonon resonances have been observed as small oscillations
in the magnetoresistance of samples, which must often be detected using fieldmodulation or differentiation techniques.29 Unfortunately, transport measurements
demand that charge carriers be present in the active layer, and therefore, of all
the possible low-dimensional structures, only heterojunctions and modulation-doped
systems have been investigated.
Here, we will show that magneto phonon resonances can be observed in the effective carrier temperature determined from photoluminescence measurements under
constant excitation intensity. Using magnetic fields up to 25 T, the technique has
been demonstrated to work for both doped and undoped GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quantum
well structures. 30
4.5.2

Model calculation

Recently we have developed a model for the energy relaxation rate of a two dimensional electron gas due to electron - longitudinal optic (LO) phonon interactions in a
high magnetic field.12 It has been discussed extensively in the previous chapter. The
model demonstrates theoretically that under conditions of constant electron density
» c and effective electron temperature Tçg magneto phonon resonances occur in the
energy relaxation rate (see also Fig. 3.6).
On the other hand it can be shown that under conditions of a constant electron
energy relaxation rate due to LO phonons < dE/dt >ьо and constant electron
density n c . magneto phonon resonances occur in the effective electron temperature.
Constant values for < dE/dt >LO and n c may be obtained by constant electrical
or optical excitation of electrons. An equilibrium is established between the energy
input and the energy output, which under the excitation conditions used in this
14
T
section is mainly due to optic phonon emission. To obtain Тея· = Teg(B) w e used
expression (4.1) in the following form:
< ,, >LO = δαΊ,ο Σ < У4r>e-LO
(4-3)
d<
g
dt
In (4.3) hwio is the optical phonon energy. To account for the relatively long optical
phonon lifetime and the resulting over population of the phonon modes, expression
(4.3) was simultaneously solved with the Boltzmann equation for the phonon system,
given by:
dNq
dNq
Λ',-Wo
< - .-? > = < -vf >e LO - —
4.4
dt
dt
rio
where the first term on the right handside describes the interaction of the LO phonon
of wavevector q with the electrons, ΛΌ is the phonon occupation number at the
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bath temperature and тю is the wavevector independent LO-phonon decay time,
which is 26 ps in our calculations (see discussion in chapter 3 for selection of this
parameter). 4 Finally Tes = TeS(B) was calculated from the equilibrium condition
<dE/dt>i,o = <dE/dt>in,
which was discussed in section 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Calculated effective, electron temperature Teg as a function of magnetic
field B, which will establish under a constant energy input, m a 9 nm
quantum well. The electron density n(. and the Landau level linewidth
Γ are assumed to be independent of B.
In Fig. 4.4 results of the model calculation for T eff as a function of magnetic
field 5 for a 9 nm quantum well are shown for a constant energy input of 8.8 •
108 eV/sec (full curve) and 9.3 · 108 eV/sec (dashed curve), a constant electron
density n c =1.4· 10 12 c m - 2 and for two different values of the Landau level linewidth,
Γ=5 meV (full curve) and Γ=8 meV (dashed curve). For Г=5 meV HEMPR are
found at 5 = 7 T, 5 = 9 T, 5 - 1 4 Τ and 5 = 2 7 T. For Γ=8 meV the amplitude of the
resonances decreases, but HEMPR are still found for 5 = 9 T, 14 Τ and 27 T. The
conduction band non-parabolicity was taken into account, as described by Ekenberg 8
and Rogers et al.9, in the following way:
1

1

m*(E)

77i*b
'sb

r

.

2A' xx m; K
mo

E .
- g a p-}

(4.5)

In this expression mj is the normal electron mass equal to 0.0665 times the free
electron mass, A' xx is a constant equal to -1.35, Ei&p is the gap energy and E is the
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energy of the electron relative to the subband edge. The effective electron mass at
the subband edge is given by:8

774 = m; · [1 + (2a + ß)E1}

(4.6)

where a=0.64 eV _ I and 3=0.70 e V - 1 are constants and Εχ is the confinement energy
of the first electronic subband. The nonparabolicity of the conduction band is the
origin of the shift of the phonon resonances to higher field values in Fig. 4.4 in
comparison to the resonance positions in Fig. 3.6.
4.5.3

Experimental results on hot electron magneto phonon resonance

The above theoretical results demonstrate that resonant cooling of the hot 2D car
riers can occur and thus that the photoluminescence technique allows one to study
magneto phonon resonances in undoped quantum wells structures.
To investigate the occurance of HEMPR in the cooling of hot 2D carriers we have
performed further c.w. photoluminescence measurements on the undoped quantum
well structures (samples (1) and (2)).
In Fig. 4.5 the experimentally obtained effective carrier temperatures for the 5
nm undoped quantum well are shown as a function of magnetic field strength for
two different excitation intensities.
For the lower excitation intensity the resulting lower effective carrier temperature
is only slightly affected by the magnetic field.
For the higher excitation intensity Tee shows a large increase with В up to 20 T.
The subsequent decrease of Те§ to 5 = 2 4 Τ suggests a local minimum, which we
attribute to HEMPR.
Figure 4.6 shows Teff as a function of В up to 25 T, for the 9 nm undoped multi
quantum well structure. In addition to the constant temperature for Β >18 Τ, a
minimum is observed around B=13 T. Both the constant Tes at high magnetic fields
and the minimum around 13 Τ we attribute to HEMPR.
4.5.4

Analysis

To compare the experimental results with the theoretical model we have again cal
culated Tcfl· from the equilibrium condition discussed in section 4.2, using the experimental values for ÍÍC and Γ, and taking into account the energy relaxation rate for
longitudinal optical phonon scattering <d.E/d£>Lo· 1 2 The energy input was deter
mined from the measurements at В = BQ=\4. Τ and expression (4.1). The solid lines
in Fig 4.5 are obtained in this way. Good agreement between theory and experiment
over the whole magnetic field range is obtained for the lower excitation intensity.
This indicates that LO-phonon scattering is the dominant cooling mechanism.
For the higher excitation intensity good agreement between theory and exper
iment is obtained for Β >14 Τ which shows that the observed decrease of Tes for
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Figure 4.5: Effective carrier temperature Tee as a function of magnetic field В
for the 5 nm uvdoped quantum well, for two different excitation in
2
2
tensities: 2.25 kW/cm (A) and 0.87 kW/cm ( · ) . The solid lives
correspond to calculated values of the effective carrier temperature Teg.
Β >21 Τ is indeed due to a hot electron magneto-phonon resonance. The difference
between the calculated and the experimentally obtained values of T,.« for Β <12 Τ
in Fig. 4.5 indicate again that the effect of В on the nonequilibrium phonon popu
lations, even with inclusion of the experimentally determined values for Г, cannot
fully account for the reduction of the energy relaxation rate, at the highest excitation
intensities. Possible additional causes have been discussed in section 4.4. The scat
tering of the experimental data in Fig. 4.5 was only observed in this experiment and
is probably due to small changes in the excitation intensity during the experiment.
They are not related to HEMPR.
The dashed curve in Fig. 4.G shows the model calculations for the measurements
on the 9 nm undoped quantum well sample, where i?o-18 Τ (see page 5). In contrast
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sents the model calculation described m the text using the experimen
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to Fig. 4.5 the temperature Teg in this experiment doe not decrease for В >20 T.
This is due to a combination of the excitation intensity and the sloping background.
The photoluminescence spectra in this experiment show three Landau levels for high
magnetic fields, of which the second and third are almost empty. As a result the
HEMPR are shallow which is indicated by the dashed curve. In combination with
the sloping background this results in a constant Teff for В >18 T. In addition
to the magneto phonon resonance at high field values, these measurements show a
resonance at В =13 Τ, which is supported by the calculations.
Figure 4.2 shows that for the intermediate excitation intensity Тев also increases
with B, i.e. LO-phonon scattering is dominant. In addition to the overal increase
of Ten-, a structure is observed showing minima at B=9 Τ and ß = 1 3 T. which we
attribute to HEMPR. Both the amplitude and the width of the oscillations are in
agreement with the calculations shown in Fig. 4.4 for Γ=8 meV, which is comparable
to the Landau level linewidths observed in the luminescence spectra. The parameters
used in the calculations shown in Fig. 4.4 were chosen to match the experimental
conditions of Fig. 4.2.
In comparison to the calculated resonance positions the minima of the oscillations
Energy relaxation of quasi 2D hot carriers ...
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in Fig. 4.2 are apparently shifted to lower field values.
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Figure 4.7: Magneto-phonon resonance in the magneto resistance using a com
pensation technique measured m the modulation doped 9 nm multiple
quantum well structure (sample number 3). The bath temperature is
150 K. The uncompensated signal is also shown (dashed curve). More
details on this technique are discussed in re/. 31.
Therefore we have also performed transport measurements on the 9 nm doped
quantum well structure using a compensation technique, which is shown in
Fig. 4.7. 3 0 ' 3 1 The resonance position of the MPR peak in this experiment agrees
well with the calculated resonance position of about 14 Τ for the n—2 resonance
in Fig. 4.4. Apparently only the HEMPR peaks in our photoluminescence experi
ments are shifted to lower field values. The shift of our HEMPR peaks is therefore
probably due to the sloping background caused by the overal increase of Teff with
B, observed in all our photoluminescence experiments.
4.6

Discussion

In section 4.4 we have discussed the possible influence of screening on the hot carrier
energy relaxation. Dynamical or static screening of the carrier-phonon interactions
reduces the energy relaxation rates of hot carriers in case of high carrier densities
and when the interactions are Coulomb interactions. 1 8 Therefore screening is not ex
pected to be important in the low excitation intensity regime, where ADP scattering
dominates the carrier cooling, since this is not a Coulomb interaction. Furthermore
no strong effect of screening is expected for the intermediate excitation intensities
where the carrier densities are low, although the carriers interact mainly with polar
optical phonons. In these excitation intensity regimes reasonable agreement is ob
tained between experiment and model calculations. The differences could be due to
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the neglect of hole-phonon interactions and the determination of the Landau level
linewidths.
However for high excitation intensities both conditions for screening are fulfilled,
since the carriers interact mainly with polar optical phonons and carrier densities
are high (typically 10 l 2 cm" 2 ). Consequently these measurements show the strongest
discrepancy with the model calculations. Therefore screening could qualitatively ex
plain the enhanced reduction of the energy relaxation rate with increasing magnetic
field, which is observed in the increase of Teff with B.16
The reduction of the energy loss rates with increasing magnetic field is stronger
in time-resolved photoluminescence experiments of ref. 5 and 6 than in the c.w. pho
toluminescence measurements in this chapter. This is due to the initially very high
carrier temperature (±800 K) and density (±10 i e m~ 2 ), and the resulting overpopu
lation of LO-phonon modes (iVq ~ N(Tei[)) and strong Landau level line broadening
(Γ; ~12 meV). Due to the strong reduction of carrier-LO phonon scattering with В
Hollering et al.5 observed a transition from LO-phonon scattering to ADP scattering
for В >8 T. Consequently no HEMPR have been observed in these time-resolved
experiments. Our c.w. photoluminescence measurements show that the reduction of
the energy loss rates with В depends strongly on the carrier temperature and den
sity. Furthermore under certain experimental conditions (1) HEMPR can indeed be
observed in the energy relaxation rates and (2) a transition from optical to acoustic
phonon cooling is observed.
From the measurements on the HEMPR it follows that in order to reduce the
inhomogeneous line broadening and improve the observation of HEMPR the quality
of the samples is important. However, absolute values for the line broadening due
to scattering cannot differ very much from the observed values since this would lead
to very sharp resonances (see chapter 3) which are not observed in the experiments.
In comparison to the undoped quantum well structures, where all the carriers in
the active layer have to be created by photo-excitation, modulation doping allowed
the observation of HEMPR at B=9 T. In the undoped quantum wells HEMPR
could be observed for В >10 T. No dependence of the HEMPR on well-width could
be observed, however more experiments are necessary to clear this point. For the
excitation intensity a compromise must be chosen between carrier temperature and
line broadening.

4.7

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have measured the magnetic field dependence of the carrier cooling
for various excitation intensities. In case of LO phonon scattering the magnetic
field reduces the energy relaxation rate considerably. For intermediate excitation
intensities the cooling is determined by LO phonon emission where reabsorption
of the phonons by the relaxing carriers is important. For the highest excitation
Energy reJaxation of quasi 2D hot carriers ...
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intensities LO phonon scattering cannot account fully for the observed magnetic
field dependence and other effects have to be considered. Moreover under certain
experimental conditions HEMPR could be observed in both doped and undoped
multi quantum well structures.
Furthermore a transition from optical to acoustic phonon cooling is observed by
decreasing the excitation density, i.e. decreasing the effective carrier temperature.
For the lowest excitation intensity we have shown that cooling through ADP scattering indeed increases with magnetic field and that the scattering depends strongly
on the density of states at the Fermi level.
A model calculation has been performed to explain the behaviour of the effective
carrier temperature as a function of magnetic field strength. The main features
of the measurements are well described by the model, both for LO- and acoustic
phonon interactions, confirming the observation of HEMPR in these quantum well
systems.
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Chapter 5

Influence of stimulated recombination on the
energy relaxation rate of 3D carriers in GaAs
Abstract
The cooling of 3D carriers in GaAs excited above and below the L - and X valleys
is studied using time-energy resolved photoluminescence. Intervalley scattering and
nonequilibrium LO phonon populations are found to reduce the carrier cooling rate
after excitation above the L - and X valleys. Intense photo-excitation of carriers
below the L - and X valleys results in considerable stimulated recombination of the
electrons and holes, i.e. short carrier lifetimes. The stimulated recombination is
found to both heat the carriers due to recombination heating and cool the carriers
due to the loss of energy of the recombining carriers. Moreover a model calculation is presented to explain the cooling behaviour of both experiments, taking into
account both spontaneous and stimulated recombination and LO phonon emission
and absorption.
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5.1

Introduction

The cooling of a hot electron-hole plasma via emission of phonons has been studied
extensively in recent years, both by steady state and time-resolved experimental
techniques. 1 The influence of the recombination rate, i.e. the finite carrier lifetime,
is generally neglected in the theoretical analysis of the experimental cooling curves.
However, when the carrier lifetime becomes comparable to the time during which
the photo-excited carriers relax to the band extrema through phonon emission, the
energy relaxation rate due to recombination can no longer be neglected.
Calculations by Bimberg et al.2 show, for a Fermi-Dirac distribution of hot carri
ers in GaAs, that when the recombination time is decreased, the carrier temperature
becomes higher. The temperature change is proportional to the recombination prob
ability and is a direct result of the nonlinear relation between the mean energy and
the effective temperature of the carriers. 2 This "recombination heating" was experi
mentally observed by Leo et al.3 in bulk GaAs, where a decrease of the cooling rate
of a hot electron-hole plasma was found.
Riihle et al.A showed that additional heating processes can occur in samples
where nonradiative recombination is important. Very short carrier lifetimes have
been observed by Shum et al.5 who assigned the enhanced recombination rate to
a large nonequilibrium phonon population; however, no heating of the carriers was
observed.
Another effect which can decrease the carrier lifetime is stimulated recombina
tion. Dapkus et al.6 found a decrease of the carrier lifetime from 1 nsec to 200 ps
with increasing carrier density in a bulk n + /n/n + GaAs sample due to stimulated
recombination. Well correlated stimulated and spontaneous emission peaks were
observed by Xu et αΙ.Ί in a GaAs/(Ga.Al)As multiple quantum well structure. In a
similar system Dubard et al.s found carrier lifetimes as short as 10 ps. using a timeresolved absorption technique. This short lifetime could be assigned to stimulated
recombination by measuring the stimulated emission out of the two dimensional
layers. Similar lifetimes were found by the present author 9 in these structures using
a time resolved photoluminescence technique.
In this chapter we will present the results of a study of the effect of stimulated
recombination on the cooling behaviour of 3D carriers in GaAs. The sample is
excited at 2.03 eV and 1.72 eV, above and below the L - and X satellite valleys
in the conduction band respectively. It is found that stimulated recombination
affects the carrier cooling in two ways; (1) the decreasing carrier density reduces the
cooling rate through recombination heating 2 and (2) the energy relaxation due to
recombination enhances the cooling rate. Furthermore the decreasing carrier density
reduces the optical phonon heating. Finally intervalley scattering is found to heat
the carriers considerably, and, for long carrier lifetimes, phonon heating occurs at
all times after excitation.
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5.2

Experimental data and results

The time-energy resolved photoluminescence experiments are carried out on a
MOCVD grown bulk GaAs sample. Optical excitation is achieved with picosec
ond lightpulses from a cw dye laser (rhodamine 6G, emission wavelength 610 nm,
average output power 20 mW; LD700, emission wavelength ±730 nm, average out
put power >80 mW), which is synchronously pumped by a mode-locked Kr-ion laser
(repetition rate 82 MHz) as described in section 2.4. Part of the laser pulses are
focussed by a microscope objective to a 15 μτη diameter spot on the sample surface,
while the other part is sent into a delay stage. Time-energy resolved detection of the
emitted luminescence radiation due to electron-hole recombination was performed
by use of an up-conversion light-gating technique, where different non-linear crys
tals were used (LÌIO3) for the different dye emission wavelengths. The up-converted
signal is detected with an EMI 9789/82 QB photomultiplier tube via a 1 m grating
monochromator (Monospek) with 0.5 nm spectral resolution. The sample was held
at 4.2 К in an exchange gas in a bath cryostat.
Figure 5.1 shows the measured and calculated photoluminescence spectra for ex
citation at 2.03 eV (a) and 1.72 eV (b), at different delay times after excitation. Un
der the experimental conditions luminescence radiation is due to free carrier recom
bination and thus contains information about the energetic distribution of carriers
in the bands. 1 0 The dashed curves are fits to the spectra given by I ~ ƒ fcfvgc9vdE
where ƒ are Fermi-Dirac distribution functions and gc^ are the 3D density of states
functions of conduction and valence band respectively.10 From the fitting procedure
the carrier temperatures and densities are obtained. The spectra are all drawn on
the same vertical scale to depict the time-evolution of the luminescence signal for the
different photon energies. Stimulated recombination affects the photoluminescence
spectra at energies where fe + /u > 1. At these energies the luminescence intensity
exceeds the intensity that would have been observed in the case of spontaneous recombination, because more electrons and holes recombine in shorter times. Using
the model calculations, which will be described in the next section, the stimulated
and spontaneous recombination rate can both be calculated and a correct lineshape
fitting of the spectra can be performed. However determination of carrier temperatures is not affected by the stimulated recombination because in the energy range
А-вТея· around the Fermi energy fe + /ι, < 1 always holds. Obviously the change
in slope on the high energy side of the spectra is directly related to the decreasing
carrier temperature with time. Considerable differences are observed between the
two excitation energies. In comparison to excitation at 2.03 eV the luminescence
spectra obtained from excitation at 1.72 eV in Fig. 5.1 show a larger initial carrier
density and a strong decrease of the luminescence signal with time, however the
carrier temperatures are lower. The sloping background observed in the spectra is
due to sum frequency signal from the laser light.

influence of stimulated recomhination ...
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Figure 5.1: Measured and calculated (dots) photoluminescence spectra of GaAs at
different delay times after excitation, for excitation at 2.03 eV (a) and
1.72 eV (b). The spectra are all drawn on the same vertical scale to
show the real time-evolution for the different photon energies. Values
for density ne^(t) and temperature Teg(t) were obtained from analysis
of these spectra.
This is due to the fact that in this case the sum frequencies are closer to the laser
frequency and that the luminescence intensity reaches a maximum already within
10 ps after excitation, i.e. when laser pulses reflected at the sample surface and from
the delay .stage still overlap This results also in a worse signal to noise ratio which
improves with increasing delay time.
The rise - and decay times of the luminescence signals are more clearly shown in
Fig. 5.2 for comparable photon energies. Note the differences in time scales.
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the luminescence signals for excitation energies at
2.03 eV (a) and 1.72 eV (b), for comparable photon energies. Decay
times are marked by the arrows.
Both the rise - and decay times are strongly dependent on the excitation energy.
The results are listed in table I.
Table I:
excitation
rise-time
decay-time

2.03 eV
60 ps
90-750 ps
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1.72 eV
20 ps
25-175 ps
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Figure 5.3 shows the time-evolution of the carrier temperature and density for
both excitation energies. The solid lines in the cooling curves and the solid curves
describing the decay of the carrier densities are calculated and will be discussed
in the next section. The difference in carrier temperature shortly after excitation
(i.e. 150 К after 10 ps for 1.72 eV excitation and 230 К after 20 ps for 2.03 eV
excitation) we attribute to intervalley scattering, and its influence on the carrier
cooling. 11 However, the strong reduction of the carrier density after 10 ps in case
of excitation at 1.72 eV in contrast to the gradual decay of the density at 2.03 eV
excitation energy is striking. The rapid decrease of the carrier density is assigned
to stimulated recombination, which affects both the carrier lifetime and the carrier
cooling.
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Figure 5.3: Time evolution of the carrier temperature and density for excitation
at 2.03 eV and 1.72 eV. The solid lines are calculated curves which
are discussed m the next section.
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5.3

Theory

To investigate the effect of stimulated recombination, i.e. short carrier lifetimes,
on the hot carrier cooling in GaAs, we have calculated the energy relaxation rates,
including the stimulated recombination rates. To obtain the effective carrier tem
perature Tea· and density n ei h as a function of time, where we assume Tej· for holes
is equal to the Teff for electrons and ne = пь at all times, we have used the following
algorithm:
We start from an initial carrier temperature and density and calculate the reduced
Fermi-energy for electrons and holes from:
n e , h = ƒ ƒ . ( £ - Er.)ge(E)dE

= ƒ ƒ . , ( £ - EFh)gh(E)dE

(5.1)

where / e>h are Fermi-Dirac distribution functions with EF<! h the reduced Fermi energy
for electrons and holes, and peih are the 3D density of states functions.10 The number
of electrons and holes that recombine spontaneously per unit of time and volume,
generating photons with energy E + Ez&p is given by12:
иРоЛЕ)

=К

ÍE fe(E' - Е^)де(Е')МЕ

Jo

-E'-

EFJgh(E

- E')dE'

(5.2)

where К will be given in the following. In expression (5.2) no k-selection rule for
recombination has been taken into account (this was discussed in more detail in
section 2.3). The total number of recombining carriers per unit time and volume is
then given by:
roo

Nspon = /
Jo

(5.3)

dE rspon(E)

To determine the constant of spontaneous recombination К we define the parameter,
ri,fe, which is related to the lifetime of the carriers and is given by:
iV s p o n xr I l f e = n(i = 0 ) [ l - e ( - 1 ) ]

(5.4)

This Thfe can be experimentally determined. Consequently for the constant of spon
taneous recombination К the following relation holds:

χ ΓάΕ{
Jo

íEdE'
Jo

UE'

- EF,)ge(E')fh(E

- E ' - EFh)gh(E

-

E')}

The initial average carrier energy is given by:
<E>= — ΓάΕ'
n e , h Jo

Ε' χ [UE1
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- EFJge(E')

+ fh(E'

- ^„ЫД')]

(5.6)
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A fraction F of carriers that recombine spontaneously will travel through the ex
citation region and can cause stimulated recombination. Consequently the total
recombination rate per unit time and volume with energy E is given by:
Гш{Е) = rsvan{E)

+ <7r spon (£)r stim (£) - r 9pon (£)[l + O s t i m (£)]

(5.7)

where the stimulated recombination rate is given by:12'13
«•„.„(Я) = К Г аЕ'д^Е'ЫЕ
Jo

- Е'ШЕ'

- EFe) - (1 - Д(Д - E' - EFh))] (5.8)

and С in, (5.7), is a constant given by:12

where ν is the velocity of light in GaAs and ñ is the refractive index of the material.
Note that in (5.8) the population inversion is between the electron distribution in
the conduction band and the electron distribution in the valence band, rather than
the holes in the valence band.
After a time interval Δί the initial carrier density will have reduced to:
η' = n - Δ ί ГаЕгі0ЛЕ)
(5.10)
Ja
The fraction F is determined from the experimental data and expression (5.10). The
total energy relaxation rate due to recombination of the carriers is given by:
( d d f U ™ = j ~ E' rtot(E')

dE'

(5.11)

Furthermore we have to include the energy relaxation rate due to LO phonon inter
actions which was calculated by Pugnet et al.u·.

^ l + e x p t ^ S w ^ - ^ q ) ^ ^ ]
l + e x p t ^ V j ^

2

^ ^ ) ^ ^ ]

where e and m* are the carrier charge and mass respectively. K^ and KQ are the
optical and static dielectric constants.14 When the optical phonons are in equilibrium
with the bath Nq = N(TB) where TB is the bath temperature. However for the case
of phonon heating we have calculated the coupled Boltzmann equations:
(^)ьо=ЛыьоЕ(^£)ьо
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^-Аи.

+ й^да

(5.14)

di
di
TLO
using expression (5.12). In (5.14) TLO is the wavevector independent phonon lifetime,
taken to be 26 psec. 1 5
Finally the average carrier energy after the time-interval At is given by:
<E'>=

- { < £ > χ η - Δ ί χ [(--Wom + i-rrko]}
(5.15)
η
at
dr
From this equation the effective carrier temperature and reduced Fermi energies
E'F^ after the time-interval Δί are calculated self consistently, using equations (5.1)
and (5.6). For the next time-interval Δί the algorithm is repeated; however, η,^
and К are only determined once, in the first step of the calculations.
In this way the cooling curves and the time-evolution of the carrier density are
obtained simultaneously.
5.4

Discussion of the results

For a first comparison of the calculated cooling curves and the decay of the carrier
densities with the experimental data of Fig. 5.3 we have used a free parameter α in
front of (d£/df)Lo in expression (5.12), instead of solving the coupled Boltzmann
equations, i.e. instead of taking into account phonon heating. Good agreement was
obtained for Т е | Г >70 К and o=0.8 and a=0.035 for excitation at 1.72 eV and 2.03
eV respectively (see Fig. 5.3). The discrepancy for Teff<70 К is mainly due to the
neglect of carrier-acoustic phonon interactions which substantially affect the energy
relaxation rates in this temperature regime (see chapter 3 and 4). 1 4 The rapid decay
of the carrier density for excitation at 1.72 eV is fully determined by stimulated
recombination, i.e. the second term in equation (5.7). For excitation at 2.03 eV the
gradual decrease of the carrier density may be well described by taking into account
only spontaneous recombination, and thus in this experiment there is negligible
stimulated recombination. Since the cooling curve at 1.72 eV is almost perfectly
described by this model ( Q = 0 . 8 ) , phonon heating is not expected to particularly
affect the cooling, whilst in case of excitation at 2.03 eV the opposite seems to be
the case (a=0.035). Therefore the reduction by a factor of 1/a ~30 in the energy
relaxation rate of the latter is mainly due to phonon heating. 1 6
To investigate the effect of phonon heating on the hot carrier cooling, we have
solved the coupled equations (5.13) and (5.14) using equation (5.12), which corre
sponds to the theoretical fit of the experimental cooling curve at 2.03 eV excitation
in Fig. 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows the phonon occupation numbers Nq as a function of
delay time and phonon wavevector q obtained in this way. Considerable heating
of the phonon modes with small wavevectors is found shortly after excitation. The
Inaurare of stimulated recombination ...
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Figure 5.4: Temporal evolution of the LO phonon occupation numbers Nq as a
function of wavevector q for the cooling curve at 2.03 eV excitation in
Fig. 5.3. showing large deviations from equilibrium of the LO phonons.
ridge of larger than average occupation numbers Nq at very small wavevectors up to
20 ps, are phonons emitted in the initial cooling process, which cannot be reabsorbed
when the carriers have relaxed rapidly to the band-edges. This is a result, of the
small phonon wavevectors and the GaAs band structure. Their decay is determined
by the phonon lifetime, which is 26 ps in our calculations; however, they do not
affect the subsequent cooling. More relevant to the reduction of the cooUng rate is
the "plateau" in Fig. 5.4, i.e. phonon modes with the same occupation number. The
width of the plateau increases with time, and it indicates phonon modes that are in
thermal equilibrium with the carriers. Their decay is determined by the (reduced)
carrier cooling rate. Thus phonon heating affects the cooling rate of the hot 3D
carriers at all times after excitation, whenever the carrier temperature exceeds the
threshold for LO phonon emission. From these calculations it follows that within
a factor of 2 the reduction of the cooling rate can be explained by the influence of
nonequilibrium LO phonons on the carrier cooling.17 Dynamical or static screening
was not included in the present calculations which could account for the factor of
2. 18
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Figure 5 5: Theoretical cooling curves for an initial carrier temperature Teg=150 К
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combination heatmg m the case of no LO phonon interactions be
ing taken into account; (b) Tes versus delay time where; the recom
bination is completely spontaneous (dashed-dotted curve); the recom
bination is stimulated however (dE/dt)Te(:om
is not taken into account
(dashed curve); the recombination is stimulated and both (di?/df) L o
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To discuss all the mechanisms that contribute to the cooling after excitation at
1.72 eV separately, Fig. 5.5. illustrates the effect of recombination (stimulated and
spontaneous) and LO-phonon interactions on the energy relaxation rates of the 3D
carriers and the decay of the carrier density. The initial carrier temperature and
density are Tei-=150 К and n e> h=2 χ 10 1 8 cm _ 3 , and for the carrier lifetime тнге due
to spontaneous recombination, a value of 300 ps is used, obtained from the lifetimes
observed in the experiment for excitation at 2.03 eV. Furthermore a=0.8 is used in
the calculations.
Figure 5.5b+c (full curves) show the time-evolution of both the carrier tem
perature and density, when all contributions to (dE/dt), i.e. (d.Eydi)i,o and
(dE/dt)Tecom,
are incorporated. They show an increase of Teg from 150 К at t = 0
to 173 К within approximately 1 ps, and a simultaneous decrease of 77e>h from
2 χ 10 1 8 cm _ 3 to 1.6 x 1 0 1 8 С І І Г 3 . The calculations show that the relatively low
carrier temperature and high carrier density result in strong stimulated recombina
tion. The initial increase of Тея·, due to carriers close to the band edge recombining
preferentially, and decrease of i?e,h reduce the stimulated recombination rates be
cause the population inversion, i.e. the term [/e() + / h () — 1] in (5.8), reduces.
Furthermore the energy relaxation rate due to LO phonon interactions will increase
because (dE/dt^o is proportional to T^ and inversely proportional to η β ι κ 1 4 ' 1 9 (e.g.
(5.12)). Subsequently the carrier gas cools down due to energy losses through phonon
interactions, (dE/dt)Lo and recombination, (d£/di)recom (e.g. (5.12) and (5.11)).
The effect of stimulated recombination on the hot 3D carrier cooling is twofold:
(1) Due to the rapid decrease of the carrier density, the carrier distribution will be
heated, which is known as recombination heating. 2 This is shown in Fig. 5.5a for an
initial carrier density and temperature of 2 χ 10 18 cm~ 3 and 150 K. In these calcula
tions no cooling due to LO phonon interactions is taken into account. The carriers
are found to be heated from 150 К to 280 К when the carrier density decreases from
18
3
18
_3
2 χ 10 cm~ to 1.05 χ 10 cm in 100 ps. These effects are considerably larger
than the recombination heating discussed in refs. 2 and 3, because they do not ob
serve stimulated recombination and compare samples with carrier lifetimes between
300 ps and 1.5 ns. However for the experimental lifetimes observed in ref. 3. and the
resulting recombination heating, our model generates comparable results to those of
ref. 3 giving a temperature rise of ~0.5 K/ps in this carrier density regime.
(2) The carrier distribution cools down due to the loss of the energy of the recombining electrons and holes (e.g. (5.11)). To show this effect we have calculated
Tes=Tef[(t) where (dE/dt)recom
is not included (dashed curves in Fig. 5.5b-|-c). Com
parison with the full curve shows that (d.E/di) r e c o m enhances the carrier cooling and
thus cannot be neglected. For this comparison the decay rate of the carrier density
is taken to be the same for both calculations.
Finally we have calculated Tcj· = Teff(t) and n e ,i 1 =n e i h(t) in the case of the re
combination being completely spontaneous (dashed-dotted curves in Fig. 5.5b-l-c).
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Note that no phonon heating effects are considered and a=0.8. These calculations
show that the hot carrier cooling is considerably faster when the carriers recombine
spontaneously than when their lifetime is reduced due to stimulated recombination
(full curves in Fig. 5.5b+c).
Thus the model calculations, incorporating the stimulated recombination rates,
corresponding to the excitation energy of 1.72 eV show good agreement with the
experimental data, both for the temporal evolution of the carrier temperature and
density, where a factor of Q = 0 . 8 is used in front of (dE/dt)i,o·
The remaining
difference between the model and the experimental data could be due to screening
effects that are not included in the calculations.
The difference in initial carrier temperature shortly after excitation, i.e. 230 К
at 20 ps for 2.03 eV and 150 К at 10 ps for 1.72 eV, we attribute to intervalley
scattering. For an excitation energy of 2.03 eV the photo-excited electrons have an
excess energy exceeding the energy difference between the Г and L conduction band
minima (290 meV) and the Г and X minima (430 meV). Therefore the electrons will
scatter rapidly into the satellite valleys and will return to the Г minimum within
approximately 10 ps, at an energy of 7x the LO phonon energy (36.8 meV). 1 1 There
upon the electrons will relax to the band-edge by LO phonon emission. Excitation
with an energy of 1.72 eV results in an excess energy of 5 χ the LO phonon energy.
Riihle et al.20 discussed the fact that cooling curves obtained from excitation at dif
ferent energies below the satellite valleys are very similar. Therefore we conclude
that the difference in the carrier temperature shortly after excitation is due to in
tervalley scattering, where carriers returning from the L - and X valley heat carriers
already present in the Г- аІІеу.11
The photoluminescence rise times of 20 ps and 60 ps at comparable photon en
ergies, i.e. ±1.52 eV, ±1.54 eV and ±1.57 eV, for excitation at 1.72 eV and 2.03 eV
respectively, reflect the different cooling behaviour of the two experiments. The rise
time is mainly determined by the relaxation of the carriers to the band-edges, which
was discussed by Shah et al..11 For excitation at 1.72 eV the carriers reach a tem
perature below 70 K, where interactions with LO phonons are strongly reduced 1 4 ,
within 20 ps, which determines the luminescence rise times. The cooling rate of the
carriers after excitation at 2.03 eV reduces considerably after ±60 ps which explains
the luminescence rise times in this case.
The photoluminescence decay times for higher carrier energies (±1.54 eV and
±1.57 eV), i.e. 90 ps for excitation at 2.03 eV and 25 ps for exctation at 1.72 eV,
similarly show the different cooling behaviour whereas the difference in decay times
for energies near the band-edges (± 1.52 eV), i.e. 750 ps and 175 ps, are due to the
stimulated recombination in the experiment using an excitation energy of 1.72 eV.
In conclusion, we have measured the cooling of hot carriers in GaAs for excitation
above and below the L - and X satellite valleys. For an excitation energy of 2.03 eV
the cooling is well described by a model taking into account the kinetics of the
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coupled carrier-LO phonon system. Note that the excitation conditions in this
experiment are similar to those referred to in chapter 3, i.e. like dashed curve
in Fig. 5.5b+c. The cooling behaviour observed after excitation with high intensity
pulses at 1.72 eV is dominated by stimulated recombination. This affects the cooling
in two ways; heating due to the rapidly decreasing carrier density and cooling due
to the loss of the energies of the recombining electrons and holes. Furthermore
a comparison of the initial carrier temperatures of both experiments shows that
intervalley scattering heats the carriers already present in the Г-minimum. The
cooling for both excitation energies is well described by a model taking into account
both spontaneous - and stimulated recombination and LO phonon emission and
absorption.
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Chapter 6

Cooling and radiative recombination of near
band-edge excited 2D carriers in magnetic fields
up to 25 Τ
Abstract
In this chapter the time-evolution of the photoluminescence from a GaAs/(Ga, Al) As
multi quantum well structure is studied using picosecond time-resolved spectroscopy
in magnetic fields up to 25 Τ and under almost resonant excitation. Ultra short risetimes of 10-30 ps are found, while the observed decay consists of a fast component
of 20-60 ps due to stimulated emission, and a slow component due to spontaneous
emission of about 200 ps. From the magnetic field dependence of both the rise- and
decay-time it is found that the carrier cooling due to LO phonon emission decreases
with increasing magnetic field.

Part of the work described in this chapter was published in
Superlattices and Microstuctuies 5, 455 (1989)
and
The Application of High Magnetic Fields in Semiconductor Physics, Springer
Series in Solid State Physics, edited by G. Landwehr (Springer Berlin, 1988),
Vol. 87, pg. 309
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6.1

Introduction

The cooling and radiative recombination of hot electrons and holes in
GaAs/(Ga,Al)As multi quantum well structures (MQWS) have been studied ex
1
tensively in the past. The confinement of the carriers in the quantum wells changes
their density of states and the interaction with the lattice 2 , and has been shown
to have consequences for the energy relaxation 2 and the radiative recombination
through spontaneous 3 and stimulated emission.4
The effect of a high magnetic field on the dynamics of hot carriers in
GaAs/(Ga,Al)As MQWS has also been studied. 5 - 7 The application of a magnetic
field perpendicular to the quantum well layers fully quantises the carrier motion,
resulting in quasi-zero-dimensional carrier states. It was shown that the energy re
laxation rate of the excited carriers due to optical- and acoustic phonon emission
weis considerably affected.5
In this chapter we present a study of the effect of a strong magnetic field on
both the cooling and recombination of almost resonantly excited 2D carriers in a
GaAs/(Ga,Al)As MQWS using picosecond time-resolved photoluminescence spec
troscopy. At almost resonant excitation the carriers are excited with an excess
energy well below the energy of the L- and X-valleys (290 meV and 430 meV re
spectively) in the conduction band, so that no intervalley scattering can occur. The
carriers were excited by 750 nm high intensity light pulses of 2 ps duration, giving
rise to excess energies of less than three times the longitudinal optical phonon en
ergy. Due to carrier-carrier scattering a thermalized distribution is formed within
1 ps of excitation, which can be characterized by an effective carrier temperature
^eff (Φ bath temperature T b ). The excess energy of the hot carriers is transferred
to the lattice by carrier-(optical and acoustic) phonon interactions. Prom the riseand decay times of the photoluminescence signals information was obtained about
the cooling- and recombination rate of the carriers as a function of bath tempera
ture and magnetic field. Moreover due to the high excitation intensities used, very
short radiative recombination times of order 10 ps were observed in accordance with
8
results recently reported by Dubard et al. and which were attributed to stimulated
emission.

6.2

Experimental set-up

The experiments were carried out on an MBE-grown modulation-doped multiple
quantum well structure. The structure consists of 10 undoped GaAs quantum wells
14
-3
(residual acceptor concentration 10 c m ) of 5 nm width separated by 80 nm
(Ga,Al)As barriers which are composed of two 30 nm spacer layers which embedded
a doped centre of 20 nm. Optical excitation was achieved by light pulses (duration
2 ps, repetition rate 82 MHz, emission wavelength from 690 to 830 nm) from a
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synchronously pumped c.w. dye-laser (dye; LD700). The pulses were focused to
a 20 μτη diameter spot on the sample surface, resulting in a photon flux of 2.5 ·
10 15 photons/cm 2 . For time-energy-resolved detection of the luminescence radiation
a light-gate, consisting of a nonlinear crystal, a delay line and a monochromator
with a photomultiplier tube were used (see for a more detailed description chapter
2). 9 Magnetic fields up to 25 Τ were provided by one of the hybrid magnet systems
of the University of Nijmegen.
6.3

E x p e r i m e n t a l results

In order to study the time-evolution of the quantum well luminescence, carriers were
directly excited in the GaAs quantum well layers with an excess energy of about
100 meV.
Figure 6.1 shows the time-evolution of the photoluminescence for values of the
magnetic field of B=0, 4 and 14 Τ and at a bath temperature Ть=4.2 К. The time
depcndend measurements were carried out at the low energy side of the luminescence
spectra within one optical phonon energy (fta;Lo=36.8 meV) of the 2D-band-edge
(i.e. the i = l subband bottom). The observed very short decay times can therefore
not be due to cooling through optical phonon emission. Cooling through acoustic
phonon emission, which is still possible at these energies near the subband edge, is
in general much slower (i.e. hundreds of picoseconds) than the decay times observed
in the present experiments (see also chapter 3). 1 0
The dashed curve in Fig. 6.1 at B=14 Τ represents a fit to the time depen
dend measurements given by; I — I0 • (1 — exp(—¿/тг)) · exp(—t/T¿); where r r is
the time constant for the initial rise of the photoluminescence intensity and Td the
time constant for the subsequent decay. From this fitting procedure values for the
luminescence rise and decay times were obtained which will be discussed hereafter.
In this particular case for 5—14 T, r r =7 ps and ^ = 6 0 ps.
In the inset of Fig. 6.1 the luminescence decay is shown observed over a much
longer time (400 ps) and at 2ь=4.2 К and (for an arbitrarily chosen value of) B=5
T. A rapid decay time of 35 ps, defined using an exponential relationship between
luminescence intensity and delay time with a time constant T¿ discussed above, is
followed by a much slower one of 200 ps. From similar measurements at a bath
temperature of Tb—300 К and B=0 Τ only a slow decay time of about 200 ps
was observed indicating that the rapid decay-time is strongly bath temperature
dependent.
Figure 6.1 shows that both the luminescence rise and initial decay times increase
with increasing magnetic field strength. This is more clearly shown in Fig. 6.2 and
Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.1: Time evolution of the quantum well luminescence for В =0,4 and Ц
Τ at Тъ=4.2 К, measured to within one optical phonon energy of the
2D band-edge (i.e. the i=l subband bottom). The dashed curve at 14
Τ is given by Io-(l — exp(—і/тг))-ехр(—t/rj) withTr=7 ps and T¿=60
ps. The inset shows the time evolution over 400 ps at В =5 Τ with a
1/e-lifetime of 200 ps.
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Figure 6.2: The luminescence decay-time versus magnetic field for Тъ=4.2 К
(dots) and Tb=77 К (crosses), obtained from the measurements shown
m Fig. 6.1.
The values of the fast component of the decay time of the quantum well lumi
nescence for several magnetic field strengths up to 25 Τ and at Гь=4.2 К and 77 К,
obtained from measurements similar to those of Fig. 6.1, are presented in Fig. 6.2.
At r b = 4 . 2 К the value of the decay time T¿ (dots) increases by a factor of 4; from
about 15 ps at 5 = 0 Τ to 65 ps at 5 = 1 2 T, followed by a slight decrease to 50 ps
at 5 = 2 0 T.
When the bath temperature is increased to T b =77 К the values of the lumi
nescence decay-time (crosses) increase by about 25% with respect to the values at
7ь=4.2 K, but show a similar magnetic field dependence up to 5 = 1 5 T.
It should be noted that measurements carried out for a number of different laser
wavelengths, i.e. different excitation energies, give similar values for the decay times,
thus the observed magnetic field dependence is not an absorption effect caused by
the variation in the density of states as a function of the magnetic field at the
excitation energy.
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Figure 6.3: Rise-time of the quavtum well luminescence versus magnetic field at
Tb = 4,2K and 77 K.
Figure 6.3 shows values for the rise-time r r of the quantum well luminescence
as a function of the magnetic field obtained from the same measurements as the
decay-times shown in Fig. 6.2. At Гь=4.2 К the rise-time varies from about 10 ps
(i.e. 2 χ the time resolution of our ps spectrometer) at 5 = 0 to about 30 ps at B=12
T, whilst a slight decrease to 25 ps at В=20 Τ is observed. The overal magnetic
field dependence is very similar to that of the luminescence decay. For T b =77 К the
absolute values are on the average about 25% lower than at 4 2 К except at B=0;
the magnetic field dependence is very similar up to 5 = 1 5 T.
6.4

Discussion

Very short photoluminescence decay-times such as the ones obtained in our experi
ments have been observed recently by other groups Shum et al.n assigned the en
hanced recombination rates to a large non-equilibrium phonon population, whereas
Dubard et al.6 showed that the occurence of a fast radiative recombination could be
associated with substantial light amplification due to stimulated emission. The bath
temperature- and magnetic field dependence of the radiative recombination times
in our work suggest that the ultra-short recombination times are due to stimulated
emission. It follows from our experiments that the radiative recombination time
increases with the bath temperature and the magnetic field. It is clear that the
effective carrier temperature Teg increases with Ть, while it was previously shown 5,6
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that with increasing magnetic field, Teg also increases, both due to a reduction of
the cooling rate due to phonon emission. Finally it was shown by Hess et al.12 and
observed by Berendschot et al.13 that the stimulated emission rate is suppressed by
higher carrier temperatures. This is related to the dependence of the stimulated
emission rate on the carrier distribution function. At higher carrier temperatures
the carriers are distributed over more energies and the occupation per energy level
is reduced with respect to the low temperature regime.
The behaviour of the effective carrier temperature described above is confirmed
by the observed magnetic field dependence of the rise-time as shown in Fig. 6.3.
Since carriers are excited well below the energy of the L- and X-valleys, no intervalley
scattering is possible. In that case, following the discussion by Shah et αί. 14 for InP,
the rise time of the quantum well photoluminescence is mainly determined by the
cooling through optical phonon emission of the thermalized electrons and holes.
Therefore, from the magnetic field dependence of the photoluminescence rise-time
information is directly obtained about the effect of the magnetic field on the carrier
cooling directly after excitation. The rise-time increases with the magnetic field
which implies that the cooling rate of the carriers due to optical phonon emission is
reduced. The effect of interactions with acoustic phonons on the energy relaxation
rate as observed previously 5 , does not play a role here, due to the relatively high
carrier temperatures directly after excitation. Therefore a decrease of the rise-time
following a decrease of the effective carrier temperature at high magnetic fields is not
observed. The carrier cooling rate at B=0 and Ть=77 К is reduced with respect to
that at 4.2 K. Although the overal magnetic field dependence is similar, the carrier
cooling rate at 7ь=77 К is less affected by the magnetic field than at T b =4.2 K,
resulting in shorter rise-times at 77 K. Thus both the magnetic field dependence
of the luminescence rise - and decay times can be understood as an effect of the
magnetic field on the carrier cooling rate.
Finally the slow decay of the photoluminescence as shown in the inset of Fig. 6.1
may be attributed to radiative recombination by spontaneous emission. After a fast
decay of the luminescence directly after excitation, the carrier density is reduced to a
value where stimulated emission can be neglected. The lifetime of a few hundred ps
is in agreement with previous reports 3 and is in agreement with our measurements
at 300 K, where stimulated emission is not present.
In conclusion we have studied the time-evolution of quantum well luminescence
at high excitation intensities, in magnetic fields up to 23 Τ and at almost resonant
excitation conditions. From the preliminary results we have found that; (1) the
observed ultra-short lifetimes are due to a large stimulated emission rate, (2) the
rise-time is a direct probe for the magnetic field dependence of the cooling behaviour
of the 2D carriers and (3) under these excitation conditions the observed magnetic
field dependence of the decay-time can be understood as an effect of the magnetic
field on the carrier cooling rate. Moreover, the observed variation of the carrier
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cooling rate with magnetic field is in agreement with previously reported results on
the energy relaxation rate of 2D carriers in a magnetic field.
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Summary
Modern semiconductor device technology is aimed at faster and smaller devices.
Growth techniques have made it possible to produce layered structures in which
carriers behave in a two dimensional way and the process of modulation doping
makes it possible to vary their carrier density and character (electron or hole).
Although one and zero dimensional structures have been grown, at present the
production of practical devices based on quantum wires and boxes with one and
zero dimensional carrier states respectively is technically unattainable.
The time scales involved in these semiconductor devices depend on the mobility of charge carriers in the structures and therefore the search for feister devices is
directly related to the understanding of scattering mechanisms of the charge carriers; amongst themselves, with lattice vibrations and impurities etc.. The reduced
dimensionality of the semiconductor systems has raised new problems on the understanding of the scattering mechanisms. To investigate the scattering of the charge
carriers in these lower dimensional structures and the time scales involved, we make
use of pulsed laser systems and high magnetic fields: the development of pico- and
femtosecond laser systems enables the research of carrier dynamics on these time
scales to be carried out. Furthermore the application of high magnetic fields quantizes the motion of the carriers perpendicular to the field giving rise to Landau
levels. This results in an effective dimensionality reduction of two and thus, in measuring bulk materials and layered structures, it is possible to study one and zero
dimensional carrier states, similar to those in quantum wires and boxes.
This thesis desribes the effect of dimensionality reduction on carrier phonon interactions. Furthermore the influence of the recombination of photocreated electrons
and holes on the cooling of the carriers is studied. In chapter 1 an introduction is
given to the kind of physics in this thesis and the different experiments are discussed briefly. Chapter 2 describes the photoluminescence technique and the basic
properties of the semiconductor structures used in the experiments. Moreover the
picosecond laser system which is used to do time and energy resolved studies of the
carrier dynamics in the semiconductor systems is described briefly. A knowledge of
carrier phonon interactions is of basic interest in the understanding of many physical
phenomena in semiconductors. In chapter 3 a theoretical study of carrier-phonon
interactions in high magnetic fields is presented for bulk materials and (multiple)
quantum well structures. In the case of the application of high magnetic fields to
GaAs, longitudinal optical (LO) phonon scattering dominates the energy relaxation
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of the carriers, although the phonon distribution is not in equilibrium with the bath
(which is a thermal reservoir). In quantum wells high magnetic fields reduce the
LO phonon scattering even further and carrier-acoustic phonon scattering becomes
comparable to LO phonon scattering. This acoustic phonon scattering depends
strongly on the density of states at the Fermi level. Furthermore hot electron mag
neto phonon resonances, i.e. resonances, in which electrons can transfer between
Landau levels by resonant emission of LO phonons, in the energy relaxation rate
and/or the effective electron temperature are found theoretically.
Chapter 4 presents continuous wave (c.w.) photoluminescence experiments on
Ga.As/(Ga.,Al)As multiple quantum wells in high magnetic fields. An experimental
support for the theoretical findings for hot 2D carriers discussed in chapter 3 is
found. Both from the cooling behaviour of hot 2D carriers determined from the
energy balance between energy input due to photoexcitation and energy output due
to phonon scattering, and the dependence of the Landau level linewidth on the
number of electrons occupying the Landau level, it is found that carrier-acoustic
phonon scattering depends on the density of states at the Fermi level. Moreover,
it is found that the energy loss rate of the 2D carriers due to interactions with
optical phonons decreases with increasing magnetic field strength and depends on
the excitation power. For the first time hot electron magneto phonon resonances
are observed in the effective temperature of the hot 2D carriers, which enables
the studies of optical phonon frequencies and the material band structure in both
modulation doped and undoped quantum well structures to be carried out.
In chapter 5 the effect of the carrier lifetime on the energy relaxation rate of hot
3D carriers in GaAs is studied. Very short carrier lifetimes are observed in GaAs after
excitation with high intensity laser pulses with an energy below the satellite valleys
in the conduction band, due to stimulated recombination. The energy loss rates are
reduced due to an increase of the effective carrier temperature as a result of the
rapidly decreasing carrier density. This is in contrast to experiments where couriers
are optically excited above the satellite valleys. In this case the recombination
process weis found to be completely spontaneous and the reduction in the energy
relaxation rate is due to phonon heating. Comparison between the two experiments
shows that intervalley scattering reduces the initial cooling process of the carriers
considerably. These results are confirmed by the excitation energy dependence of
the luminescence rise and decay times.
Finally in chapter 6 the cooling and radiative recombination behaviour of carri
ers excited within three times the optical phonon energy above the subband edge of
GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quantum wells is studied in magnetic fields up to 25 Τ and bath
temperatures af 4.2 К and 77 K. The luminescence intensity versus delay time shows
two time constants; an initial rapid decay due to stimulated recombination and a
subsequent slower decay due to spontaneous recombination. Both the luminescence
rise and initial decay times increase with magnetic field. This magnetic field be-
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haviour reflects the reduced cooling of the carriers in high magnetic fields and its
influence on the stimulated recombination. These results are confirmed by the bath
temperature dependence of the photoluminescence experiments.
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Samenvatting
De moderne halfgeleider technologie is gericht op de ontwikkeling van steeds snellere
en kleinere (opto-electronische) devices. Nieuwe groeitechnieken voor halfgeleidermaterialen maken het mogelijk dunne laagjes van verschillende materialen te groeien
waarin de ladingsdragers zich gedragen als in een twee dimensionaal vlak. Ook
zijn er nog lager dimensionale structuren gegroeid; echter de fabricage van devices
gebaseerd op deze quantum draden en doosjes is technisch nog niet realiseerbaar.
De tijdschalen in deze halfgeleider-materialen worden vooral bepaald door de
beweeglijkheid van de ladingsdragers en dus hangt het succes van lager dimensionaleen snellere devices af van een beter begrip van de verstrooiingsmechanismen van
de ladingsdragers onderling, met roostertrillingen en met verontreinigingen in het
materiaal enzovoorts.
De lagere dimensionaliteit van deze nieuwe structuren schept nieuwe problemen
betreffende het begrip van deze verstrooiingsprocessen. Voor het onderzoek naar de
verstrooiingsprocessen van de ladingsdragers in deze laag dimensionale structuren
en de tijdschalen die hierbij een rol spelen, maken we gebruik van gepulste lasersystemen en hoge magneetvelden; de ontwikkeling van pico- en femtoseconde gepulste lasersystemen maakt onderzoek naar processen op deze tijdschalen mogelijk;
het aanleggen van hoge magneetvelden quantiseert de beweging van ladingsdragers
loodrecht op de veldrichting, hetgeen de vorming van Landau niveaus tot gevolg
heeft. Dit heeft een effectieve vermindering van de dimensionaliteit van het systeem
met twee tot gevolg, en derhalve, door te meten aan drie dimensionale systemen
en gelaagde structuren, is het mogelijk één- en nul dimensionale ladingsdragerstoestanden te bestuderen, gelijk aan die in quantum draden en doosjes.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft het effect van vermindering van de dimensies van het
halfgeleidersysteem op de interactie van de ladingsdragers met fononen. Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een introductie op dit gebied van de fysica en de verschillende experimenten worden kort bediscussieerd. In hoofdstuk 2 worden de fotoluminescentietechniek en de fundamentele eigenschappen van de gebruikte halfgeleider-materialen
en -structuren beschreven. Verder wordt er kort ingegaan op het picosecondelasersysteem waarmee de tijds- en energie-opgeloste experimenten zijn uitgevoerd.
Kennis van de interacties van ladingsdragers met fononen (roostertrillingen) is
van fundamenteel belang voor het begrip van verschillende fysische processen in
halfgeleiders. Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een theoretisch onderzoek naar de interactie van
ladingsdragers met fononen in hoge magneetvelden voor drie dimensionale halfgelei-
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ders en quantum put structuren. In GaAs domineert de interactie van de ladingsdragers met longitudinaal optische (LO) fononen de koeling van hete ladingsdragers
tot de hoogst haalbare magneetvelden, ondanks het feit dat de fononverdelingen niet
in evenwicht zijn met het bad, waarin de halfgeleider zich bevindt. In quantumputten reduceert het hoge magneetveld de koeling door LO fononen dermate, dat de
interactie van de ladingsdragers met akoestische fononen (normaal veel zwakker)
even belangrijk wordt. De interactie met deze akoestische fononen hangt sterk af
van de toestandsdichtheid aan het effectieve Fermi niveau, dat bij wisselende magneetvelden oscilleert t.g.v. de Landau niveaus. Voor LO fononen worden theoretisch
hete electron-magnetofononresonanties gevonden, waarin electronen tussen Landau
niveaus kunnen verstrooiien door het resonant uitzenden van deze LO fononen, wanneer de energie van de fononen gelijk is aan een geheel aantal malen de opsplitsing
van de Landau niveaus.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft continue fotoluminescentie metingen aan gedoteerde- en
ongedoteerde GaAs/(Ga,Al)As quantumputten in hoge magneetvelden. De theoretische bevindingen van hoofdstuk 3 worden experimenteel bevestigd. Zowel uit
het koelgedrag van twee dimensionale ladingsdragers, dat wordt afgeleid uit de energiebalans tussen de input t.g.v. laserexcitatie en de output t.g.v. de interactie
met fononen, en de vulfactor afhankelijkheid van de lijnbreedte van een gedeeltelijk
gevuld Landau niveau, volgt dat de interactie van ladingsdragers met akoestische
fononen afhangt van de toestandsdichtheid aan het Fermi niveau. Voor optische
fononen wordt een vermindering van de koeling van de ladingsdragers met toenemend magneetveld waargenomen, die tevens afhangt van de excitatie-intensiteit.
Verder worden er voor de eerste maal hete electron-magnetofononresonanties
waargenomen in de effectieve temperatuur van de ladingsdragers. Deze waarnemingen maken het mogelijk optische fononfrequenties en de bandenstructuur van
zowel gedoteerde als ongedoteerde halfgleider-materialen te onderzoeken.
In hoofdstuk 5 is de invloed van de levensduur van optisch geëxciteerde electronen en -gaten op hun energierelaxatie bestudeerd. Zeer korte levensduren worden
waargenomen in GaAs na excitatie met laserpulsen van een hoge intensiteit en met
een energie beneden die van de X- en L minima in de geleidingsband. Deze korte levensduren zijn een gevolg van gestimuleerde recombinatie van de electronen
en gaten. De energierelaxatie van de ladingsdragers wordt verminderd t.g.v. de
snel afnemende ladingsdragersdichtheid. Dit in tegenstelling tot experimenten waar
de ladingsdragers worden geëxciteerd met een energie boven die van de X- en L
minima in de geleidingsband. In dit geval is de recombinatie van de electronen en
gaten volledig spontaan. Ook nu wordt een reductie van de koeling waargenomen die
echter kan worden toegeschreven aan niet-evenwichtsverdelingen van de LO fononen.
Een vergelijking tussen beide experimenten laat tevens zien dat de verstrooiing van
electronen tussen de Γ- en X-, en Γ- en L minima en vice versa, een verdere re
ductie veroorzaakt van de koeling van de electronen en gaten kort na excitatie.
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De resultaten van dit hoofdstuk worden verder bevestigd door de excitatie-energie
afhankelijkheid van stijg- en afvaltijden van de luminescentie bij verschillende fotonenergieën.
Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 6 het koel- en recombinatiegedrag van twee dimensionale ladingsdragers bestudeerd die geëxciteerd zijn met een energie boven
de bandgap die kleiner is dan drie maal de LO fononenergie, in magneetvelden
tot 25 T, en bij badtemperaturen van 4.2 К en 77 K. De luminescentie-intensiteit
laat als functie van de tijd na excitatie twee tijdconstantes zien; een snelle tijd
kort na excitatie t.g.v. gestimuleerde recombinatie en vervolgens een langzame af
name t.g.v. spontane recombinatie. Zowel de stijgtijd als ook de afvaltijd van
de luminescenctie-intensiteit nemen toe met toenemende magneetveldsterkte. Dit
gedrag in hoge magneetvelden laat de verminderde koeling van de ladingsdragers zien
en de invloed hiervan op de gestimuleerde recombinatie. Dit wordt tevens bevestigd
door de badtemperatuur afhankelijkheid van de fotoluminescentie-experimenten.
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